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Miss Homecoming crowned
by Adrienne Aucoin
news editor

David Chamberlain / senior staff photographer

Carolyn Worrell
Miss Homecoming

"I was shocked and it's an absolutely wonderful feeling to have
won," said Carolyn Worrell, after
being crowned Homecoming Queen
during Tigerama last Friday.
Worrell, who was sponsored by
Alpha Chi Omega sorority, is a
sophomore majoring in elementary
education.
"It (being Miss Homecoming)
didn't hit me until after halftime
when I was sitting in the President's
Box with President Max Lennon
and Senator Strom Thurmond. I
realized then that I was representing the University," Worrell said.
First runner-up in the Homecoming pageant is Tonya Renee
Thompson, sponsored by Delta

Philosophy and religion gains first department head
by Richard Willis
staff writer
Stuart Silvers was appointed
the new department head of
the Department of Philosophy
and Religion in June of '89.
According to Silvers, the
department's purpose is the
study of philosophy and the
"academic study of the phenomenon of religion."

Established as an independent
entity in July of 1988, the department offers a major in philosophy and a minor in religion, with
7 full-time philosophers and 2
religion professors on the faculty.
While philosophy is not a popular major, Silvers asserts that it is
a good one. Philosophy majors,
he said, score higher on academic
test such as the SAT and are
preferred pre-law students. Also,
he offers that philosophy majors

are students with "intelligence,
maturity, and are intent on trying
to obtain a perspective on the
issues."
He added this subject is also
useful to majors in other fields,
especially the sciences, because
it is a systematic and disciplined
approach to find the truth. "Philosophy was the first science," he
stated.
Silvers concluded that he hopes

see Silvers page eleven

Delta Delta sorority. The second
runner-up is Audra Wallace, sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. Julie Lynne Martini, sponsored
by Pi Kappa Alpha, is the third
runner-up.
Kappa Sigma Fraternity was
recognized as the winner of the skit
competition with their rendition of
James Bond movie, "James Bond
007 Meets Mr. Big." Kappa Sigma
received $500 for finishing first.
Sigma Nu Fraternity and Kappa
Kappa Gamma Sorority tied for
second place in the competition.
Sigma Nu presented "Scooby Doo"
and Kappa Kappa Gamma acted
out "Murder on the Tigertown
Express." Each organization received a $425 prize.
The other organizations participating in the skit competition re-

ceived $150. They included the
Presbyterian Student Association
performing "The Sound of Football," Kappa Delta Sorority performing "The Hardy Boys and
Nancy Drew in The Haunting of
Death Valley" and Delta Delta Delta
Sorority performing "The Return
of the Orange Panther."
The winners of the float competition were announced Saturday
during the football game.
In the moving display category,
Sigma Nu Fraternity took fist place,
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity took
second and Alpha Gamma Rho
Fraternity took third.
In the still display competition,
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes finished first, Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity finished second and
Delta Chi Fraternity finished third.

University participates in national
Alcohol Awareness Week
by Rim Alan Cox
staff writer
This past week the University
joined the nation in observance of
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week. The theme is "The P. A. W.S.
that Refreshes- the 1989 edition".
"P.A.W.S." stands for Promoting
Awareness With Students.
"Our goal is to get the entire
campus community to make lowrisk decisions about alcohol use,"

said Bonnie Stevens, assistant director of Student Development
Programs and director of the Campus Awareness Program.
"It's our goal to make people
think before they drink. We hope
that people continue to be aware
long after Alcohol Awareness Week
is over," said Cheryl Funderburk,
prevention specialist. "We'll be
looking at the way parties are conducted and if they are abiding by

see Alcohol page six

Union loses money on concert
by Jean Burke
staff writer

if

The University Union lost
approximately $14,000 on the
Chicago-Beach Boys concert last
Saturday, said Butch Trent, director of the Union.
The substitution of the baseball stadium for Littlejohn Coliseum, which has been closed for
repairs, forced the Union to erect
a makeshift stage for the concert. After the closing of the
Coliseum, the Union decided not
to pull out of the show, promoted by C and C Promotions,
for fear that it may cost them
future bookings.
Also,Trent said that the Union was hoping for more people
to show up because of homecoming festivities last weekend.
"We were trying to have the
concert for homecoming," he
said.
People sitting on the hill
beside the baseball stadium
caused the biggest loss of reve-

nue. An estimated 200 people sat
on the lawn' watching the concert
for free, resulting in a loss of $4000.
Trent said that the concert needed
to sell at least 900 more tickets to
make up the loss incurred by the
building of the stage.
The area had not been roped off
originally due to confusion over the
legality of closing off public lands,
allowing people access to the hill.
The University Police Department
eventually roped off the area because the contract stipulated that
the performers have control over
any area where people can see the
show, said Butch Trent Tuesday.
The price of the tickets, $22.50,
could not be changed, even though
the venue was changed from reserved seating to general admission, because the price was not
negotiable after the contract had
been signed prior to the closing of
Littlejohn.
The Union has already begun
working on how to prevent people
from attending the B-52 's concert
at the stadium Nov. 3 without paying.

Chip East / staff photographer)

Keep on rockin'
Sonja McGrew (r) and Ellen Gresham take their turns rocking to raise money to support

cancer research. The rock-a-thon was sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma service sorority.
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Homecoming float competition
This year, the themes for the Homecoming floats varied from fairy tales
to modern science. The Fellowship of Christian Athletes' (left) float
placed first in the stationary category. Above, the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity's float showed onlookers that the U.S. space program lives on.

College of Commerce and Industry
gives Centennial lecture

FYI
Survey: Who is Trey Blackwood?

Didn't know i Student Body president

Results of a phone survey of 50 students, chosen at random.

by Chad McGowan
assistant news editor
Peter Aranson spoke Wednesday night on John C. Calhoun's
political economic theory as part
of the College of Commerce and
Industry's Centennial Lecture.
Aranson claimed Calhoun to
be one of America's "greatest
statesman."
Aranson spoke of Calhoun's
apparent contradictory nature in
that in the beginning of his political career Calhoun was an ardent
nationalist. Later in his career, he
was a states rightist. Aranson dismissed this claim by saying that
"The early Calhoun was concerned
with the oppression of the majority by the minority, while the late

Calhoun was concerned with the
oppression of the minority by the
majority."
Aranson also spoke of Calhoun's
idea that liberty exists because of
the separation of powers that are inherent to the constitutional government established.
Aranson mentioned the reasons
that government was established to
begin with. He stated the "Public
Choice" theory of government establishment. He said that government was established to prove goods
that would otherwise not be produced by the individual. Items of
this nature include roads and national defense.
Another reason for government
was to subsidize the production of
goods that benefit those other than

Science Lecture:

"Science in the 90's: Challenges Ahead"

Peter Aranson
those who provide them. Examples
of this type of goods are primary
and secondary education.
Yet another reason for government to be established was to tax
the consumption of goods and services in order to offset the harm
incurred by people other than those
who benefit or provide the goods.
Examples of this good are pollution
control..

Phone books
delivered
by Rim Alan Cox
staff writer

by Adrienne Aucoin

scientists and the non-scientists.

news editor

Harrison stated that presently in
the U.S., there are 700,000 professors of science, but over one-third
of them are over the age of 50.

"During the 90's, statistics show
that there will be a serious shortage
of faculty to teach the sciences,"
said Willard Harrison, dean of the
Colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Florida.
Also, he is a professor of chemistry.
Harrison was the guest speaker
at the College of Sciences Centennial Lecture last Friday. His speech,
entitled "Sciences in the 90's:
Challenges Ahead" focused on the
shortage of faculty and funding and
the need for generating more interest in the science fields.
According to Harrison, some of
the major concerns facing the sciences in the coming decade are
faculty shortages, laboratory renovations, major equipment funding
and science ethics.
Also he stressed the need for
better communication between the

He said that during the next 25
years, approximately 500,000 new
faculty members will have to be
hired just to replace those who retire and to meet the coming need for
scientists as professors.
From 1990-98, there will be a
need for a 16 percent increase in the
number of professors.
Harrison said that the three main
areas with the greatest need of professors will be in computer science, mathematical science and the
physical sciences.
The expected faculty shortages
for these three fields are 49 percent,
36 percent, and 27 percent, respectively.
"Because of this shortage, the
price of professors is going to increase," he added. "Those of you
who think professors drive a hard

bargain today haven't seen anything yet."
Harrison emphasized the need
for bringing facilities and laboratories up to today's technological
level. He sais that these outdated
facilities cannot meet the needs of
Angela Davis / staff photographer
scientists and engineers. "There's a
Willard Harrison
real problem with the deterioration
of facilities; it's a national probIn order to better communicalem."
tions between the scientists and nonAccording to Harrison, the scientists, Harrison stated that unimedical sciences are perhaps the versities need to offer courses to
most needy as far as renovations non-scientists to help them underare concerned with the physical stand science.
sciences and engineering close
"Courses need to be modified
behind.
so that they are not so quantitative.
He cited estimates from the We need to do something to enNational Science Foundation that hance the image and interest in
the funding required for these fields science.
are $785 million for medical sci"In Sciences in the 90's we're
ences, $548 million for the physical going to have to look at some of
sciences and $522 million for engi- these problems and not assume we
neering.
are going to have a miracle come
Also, he cited the planned fund- along and solve them. We do have
ing for these areas to be $324 mil- to solve funding and have to solve
lion, $ 126 million and $ 121 million the need for replacing ourselves,"
Harrison concluded.
respectively.

The 1989-90 Clemson University phonebooks are here. Resident
assistants have been picking them
up from the Office of Telecommunications since last Friday for delivery to students.
The phonebooks were delivered
to University departments on Tuesday.
" Come on down and get your
phonebooks," said Zelda Rankin,
Telecommunications business
manager, to off-campus students.
They can pick one up at the
Telecommunications Office, next
to the P-Plant on Klugh Avenue.
Students need to bring some form
of ID. Office hours are 8-12 and 1 4:30.
This phonebook supersedes the
preliminary directory issued earlier
in the semester which contained
only on-campus numbers.
" We hope that everyone gets a
phonebook and are open for suggestions concerning a bettermethod
of distribution," Rankin said.
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Eoming up

IPTAY should not rule the University
At the Clemson game against Virginia, a few IPTAY supporters had
some students ejected from the game
because they could not see over their
heads when they stood up to see the
game. These IPTAYers seemingly
were much too above standing themselves. They evidently did not want to
expend any more ATP than they absolutely had to. It might have raised the
temperature of their air-conditioned
box. Also, their TV must have been
fogged as well. Poor IPTAYers.
Throughout this entire year, however, students have been complaining
about how they must remove their
cars from certain lots so that the IPTAYers can park their cars there. We
wouldn't want any of our athletic
supporters to have to walk too far, like
the students.
The complaining of a very few
IPTAYers had the result of students
getting arrested and fined as well as
not getting to watch the rest of the
game, which we won. Winning games
are hard to come by this season, and
any time a student is deprived of
watching one of the few, salt is poured
into the proverbial wound. On the
other hand, the sum total of all of the
complaining of the students was zero.
Let us get something straight. The
title of this institution of higher learning is Clemson University, with University implying a place where there
are students and teachers and degrees
awarded. The title of this school is not
The Clemson Football and IPTAY
Money and Hassle Sink.
The students are forgotten at this
stage. In the beginning, Clemson was
a military school with football merely

newsstuff

Chad
McGowan
asst. news
editor
being an activity to play in and
observe. Now football is the
focus of this school. The University is not a place that has a
good school of architecture. It is
the place that has serious football.
Evidently, IPTAY has tremendous amounts of power
simply because of money. Recently I went to the IPTAY office and tried to get their financial records for the past three
years. They refused. They were
not required to give them to
whoever wanted them, but why
not? Are they embarrassed as to
how much money they get and
spend. And what do they spend
the money on? I would like to
know. But they do not want to
and must not tell me. I will
remain in the dark.
Also, why does this school
and its athletic department even
put up the facade of being collegiate? They already are professional in every sense of the word
except by the Athletic
Department's acclamation. The
team members get paid, in scholarships and other privileges and
the coaches get paid a lot. Merchandising takes place and there
is a large amount of revenue
gained from the games. What do
they need a college for? They

should just become the Clemson
Tigers, not the Clemson University Tigers. It would be just like
the Atlanta Falcons, or the Washingotn Redskins. Are they just
trying to keep some hint of the
honor and purity associated with
college football.

Oct. 22-23: Short course: Beginning Shagging.
$10. For more information call 6562461.
Short course:lntermediate
Shagging.$10. For more information
call 656-2461.

There is a joke going around
that Clemson is the best team that
money can buy? I don't have a
clue as to whether this is true but
if it is, why doesn't the football
team make it legal? If they buy
players already, which they do
with scholarships and such, they
would have no fear of investigation by the NCAA. Their governing body would be the NFL. Never
has the NFL investgated a team
for paying a player. That is the
name of the game. The name of
the game here is deception. Why
don't they just claim to be professional and drop the guise of being
collegiate?

Short course: Ballroom Dancing for
Beginners. For more information call
656-2461.
25

"Halloween in Clemson" sponsored by
the Residence Hall Association.

By the way, in 1989, IPTAY
raised over 5.4 million dollars
from contributions. About one
fourth of this amount went to
support the "academics" of the
football team. This sum evidently
was spent not on student athletes
but rather on athletes and maybe
occasionally students.

Think fast November 16.
Don't eat a thing on the Thursday before Thanksgiving. Then join
the six million Americans who. since 1973. have mailed us the money
they saved to support our life-saving projects. You'll not only ieam what
it's like to go hungry. You'll know how good it feels to heip those who
are. Please write: Tast for a World Harvest." ^
/•
^.
115 Broadway. Dept. 4000. Boston. MA 02116.1 iVrQITI «
0: call for more information: (617)482-1211. A^^fifA^v

At the next game, if you are
sitting with your back to an IPTAY box, stand up. If every one
that is sitting in a similiar place
were to stand up, the IPTAYers in
those boxes might realize that they
are just like every body else. The
Crowe's cannot arrest everybody.

HALLOWEEN

IN

Lecture: "The Link Between Hunger
and Rain Foerst Depletion" by Jay
Hair. 7:30 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium.
For more information contact Bob
Lippert at 656-2068.

CLEMSON

Children of Married Housing Students, Faculty, Staff or any other children in the community
are invited to attend! Please bring your parents!
There will be Candy and Games from 6—9 pm in:
Smith Lounge
Benet Lounge
Sanders Lounge
Byrnes Lounge
Barnet Lounge
Young and Geer in Young's Lounge
Manning in Front Lounge
Lever in Back Lounge
Johnstone
Johnstone A & C in A section Lounge
Johnstone B in B-6 kitchen (Hot chocolate and candy)
Magician—Johnstone A Lounge
6:30-7:15 pm
Carnival—Calhoun Courts (in front of Calhoun Commons)
6-9 pm
Haunted House—Clemson House Basement
6-9 pm

Sponsored

by

Resident s

Hall

Association
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Editorial
Blackwood ignoring duties
Now that the halfway point of this semester has come
and gone, one may notice an important improvement at
Clemson: the Student Senate is accomplishing things. So
far, resolutions have been debated on topics as diverse as
teacher evaluation and campus security. On Monday night
about ten issues were discussed and passed. The only
problem with the senate's new-found energy is that it
contrasts so poorly with Student Body President Trey
Blackwood's relative indolence.
President Blackwood's main flaw stems from his
apparent invisibility. Last year he stated, "I think there's a
lack of communication between the student government
and the student body"(The Tiger, 3/3/89) .This comment
has become more true for him than any other part of
Student Government. In a recent informal poll taken by
The Tiger, over fifty percent of the students responding
had no idea who Trey Blackwood is, and even more could
not name one worthwhile accomplishment, despite the
fact that he has appeared in The Tiger for the past two
weeks.
Another point that should be noted deals with
Blackwood's declaration,"...the student government needs
to operate more effectively and efficiently"(77je Tiger, 3/
3/89). Perhaps the president should practice what he
preaches. As a result of Blackwood's neglect, the proper
forms to renew the Student Government's organizational
status were not turned in. This mistake caused the senate
much embarrassment when Student Government
appeared on the list for organization derecognition.
Couple this with the fact that he missed three deadlines of
Oct. 6, Oct. 11, and Oct. 13, and a poor picture is painted.
Lastly, the ever-debated issue of experience comes into
play. Simply put, Trey Blackwood has none. Even though
he has been active in Pi Kappa Alpha and Army ROTC,
he has never been a leader. Blackwood has not shown that
he knows how to manipulate all of the resources that he
must use in order to get things done. Last week, the senate
also passed a bill that requires all candidates for office in
the executive branch to have at least one year of
governmental experience at Clemson. The reasoning for
this bill should be painfully obvious to all.
President Blackwood has dug himself into a hole very
quickly this year. Instead of being a dynamic leader of the
student body, he has been a nameless figurehead while
others run the government. In his address, Blackwood
said,"We need to constantly evaluate ourselves so we can
make sure we are staying productive and we are doing our
jobs." The president needs to look at his efforts and
accomplishments thus far, and, for once, take some
action.

/r Sux^Ur /&*& /rto*.^ &&>*T

/%^>
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If I were to ask you where
Saturday ranked in your mind on the
excitement scale, what would your
answer be? Since I, unlike many,
didn't go out and get plastered after
the game, I must rank it a 2. Why?
Saturday, October 14, 1989, was
not only my last homecoming as a
student, but it was about the worst
game in my four years as a student.
Now before the football team
comes over and lynches me for
reminding them of this day, let's
take into consideration another
element that didn't shine so brightstudent spirit.
According to dear Webster's, the
word spirit means "a person's
feelings of cheerfulness" about
something, for instance school
spirit. Apparently, not many of us
know what this is, so let's have a
lesson.
First, let's remember what it feels
like when our team is winning.
We're on our feet celebrating and
humming "Tiger Rag" for the 100th
time in the game, and singing "Hey,
Hey Goodbye" to our opponents.
Easy, isn't it? Now let's see what
happens on the flip side, our team is
losing by 24 points.
We get frustrated, start blaming

DOUG
STANTON
managing
editor
the officials for every call they make,
and finally, when all looks doomed,
75 percent of the student section sits
and pouts. Now that's just a fine
example of school spirit, wouldn't
you say?
Not only did we, the students, give
up on our team when they needed us
the most, but our ever so wonderful
spirit leaders (cheerleaders??) gave
up even before the students. As the
ball was being fumbled on the field, I
looked down and the cheerleaders
were just standing there. The most
original action I got out of the scene
was one of the guys knocking himself
on the head with his megaphone.
Now, I don't believe that was the
intended use for that piece of
equipment! To tell the truth, I've
seen better spirit boosting out of high
school cheerleaders.
However, the cheerleaders can't
be all to blame, especially when over

half of the student section isn't
participating. One particular
student group that was participating
whole-heartedly
was
the
underecognized University Chorus.
Little did the rest of the student
body know, but a certain member
of this group started the cheer that
got the student section back on tis
feet for the Tiger's drive for the last
seven points we would score. That's
what kind of spirit we need.
If you're worried about making
a fool out of yourself, we are
college students, and therefore are
automatically classified as being
foolish. Also keep in mind that we
are to be responsibly foolish at the
same time, because of our
obligation to be representatives of
a school of which we are proud to
be a part.
For those of you who don't even
know the first verse of our Alma
Mater, study up on it, but in the
meanwhile, think about the
meaning behind the words of the
fourth verse:
We are brothers strong in
manhood, for we work and strive;
and our Alma Mater reigneth
forever in our lives.
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Question:
If you had one
suggestion for the
President of the
Student Body , what
would it be?

"Being a former student body
president from high school, I feel
that to be effective, he must (1) set
up good communication and (2) set
up projects to help the school and
community."

"Who IS
President?"

the Student Body

Alan Ridgeway

"I think the president should
always try to stay in touch with the
student body that elected him."
Chip Reynolds

"I believe the Student Body
President should interact more
with the students so that they could
know him on a more personal
basis."
Kerry Frost

David S. Frederick

Chemistry professor defends university and teachers
by Joe Kolis
chemistry professor

commentary

—After wading thiuugli the IUIIOII sentences,
misplaced prepositions and hackneyedphrases
of the Sept. 29 commentary, I've finally
reached the breaking point. I've been reading
these letters for four and some odd (to borrow
a phrase) years and always vowed never to
dignify any of them with a reply, but I can no
longer contain myself. What started out as a
partially legitimate complaint about a lack of
campus entertainment degenerated into the
usual whiny litany about insufficient parking,
insensitive administrators and crummy
professors who do reaseach! However, the
author did end on an interesting note by inviting
response and criticism. I will accept that
invitation and address several points.
It is interesting to note that, when faced the
horrifying possibilty of actually moving off
campus and fending for himself, the first
thing the author said was "Tell me where I'm
going to park!" The thought of walking a mile
or riding a bike never occurred to him. Many
students do those things at other schools. I
have seen a few campuses in my 15 and some
odd years of higher education, and I can say
that few students enjoy the quality of life that
Clemson students do. This is a beautiful,
spacious campus in a serene setting. It has
relatively minimal crime and excellent
weather. (There are about 50,000 students at
the University of Wisconsin. Most of them
walk because the campus is in the city. Think
about walking around Madison, Wisconsin in
January.) It is fairly easy to find an apartment
for a reasonable price within a short walk of
the Clemson campus, and, despite all the
crying, students have a great parking situation
here. If you think it is bad here, try finding a

parking space just before a 9:00 class at the
University of Minnesota in the heart of
Minneapolis, or at Georgia Tech or USC or
UNC or.... Those students also pay a lot more
than 12 bucks a year for a tag.
A phrase I hear often from Clemson students
begins "I pay a lot of money for my education
and..." The cheerful fact is that you do not pay
a lot of money for your education. You are
getting a very fine education for a tuition of
about $2000 a year. I don't want to be a
Pollyanna but a good education is something
very valuable. It gives you freedom of thought,
emotional development and the ability to live
your life as you see fit. Think about it,
intellectual freedom and a map to the money
tree for a lousy 2 K a year. Now you say that
it costs a lot to buy the food plan, pay dorm
fees and so forth. But that is money that you
are paying to live! You have to pay rent and
buy food no matter what you do, short of
sponging off the 'rents. People at places like
Furman and Davidson pay $14,000 a year to
go to school. It is true that your parents pay a
good bit of tax money to support higher
education, but so do parents of Furman kids.
For that matter, so do I. You can earn $2000
in a summer of hard work. It is about twice
what your parents are paying for insurance on
that nice 300ZX you drive.
Of course, everything has a price. The price
you pay is stuff like huge classes. It's no
picnic to go a place where your freshman
chemistry section has as many students as
your entire high school did. Professors are, by
and large, not stupid, and we realize that. It's
just that there are few other options. (Actually,
you would get a better education if sections

got larger. Pick out the best lecturer in
chemistry, biology, whatever, and turn him/
her loose in front of 1800 students in Littlejohn
or Death Valley. You know - CH 101 Sec 1
MWF 8:00 DV 1.) We have 1800 people who
want to take these classes each year and we do
the best we can.
How about those bad professors who do
research at the expense of the poor students?
This always causes me a fair bit of gastric
distress. (Yes, I, Joe Kolis, do research. There!
I finally said it and I feel better for it.) It is true
that every student has had a professor who
was lousy because he or she concentrated on
advanced work. It is also true that every
student has had a lousy teacher who did no
research whatsoever. There is just no
correlation between the two. Good teachers
are good teachers. It doesn't matter what they
do in their "spare time". Professors at major
universities usually have pretty big egos and
take pride in doing their job well, be it teaching,
research or anything else. In fact, it has been
my experience that most professors are
extremely conscientious about their teaching.
One of our national tragedies is that the
United States has become the least educated
first world country on the planet. There are
many reasons for this, and one is that secondary
school teachers are often not well educated in
the subjects they are teaching. This is
particularly true5 in math and sciences. Thus,
it would seem that a science education major
would be trying to load up on firsthand
scientific knowledge, and gaining as much
insight as possible. People doing research and
adding new knowledge to the world often
impart their insight and enthusiasm to their
classes.
For those few of you who are concerned
with mere vulgar cash, you may wish to know

ih

that this, and most other universities take one
third of all external research money off the
top. Last year, Chemistry and Biology alone
generated about $700,000 for the university.
That' s money that doesn' t have to come out of
your pockets, folks. In addition, research is
the primary generator of prestige. Prestige
makes it easy for graduates to get good jobs at
high salaries. Cal Tech grads get good jobs
because it is famous. Cal Tech did not get
famous because people like Richard Feynman
are good freshman physics teachers. It is
because they win Nobel prizes. I'm not saying
it is the best system, but it is reality.
The old argument that researchers have
less time for students also does not hold water.
People who do research generally have lighter
teaching loads than those who do not. Nonresearchers often have double or triple the
teaching load of researchers, so their day is

see Commentary, page 6

Clemson NAACP stresses unity in face of gang problem
Foregoing all formalities and
addressing the issue at hand, the
past couple of weekends students
have, or should have, become aware
of the fact that there are at least four
rival gangs from Greenville and
Anderson that are frequenting our
campus during "weekend party
hours."
They have been observed in
theLoggia and in the parking lot by
Fike gym. These gangs are
predominantly black and many have
concealed weapons (guns, knives,
etc.).
In order to prevent any further
animosity between black and white
students on campus, it is essential
that students take precautionary
measures. If you see, or come into
contact, with a group of people that
are not enrolled here and they are
acting inappropriately, please call
the campus police.
I would like to stress that this is
not a "black thing" or a "white
thing," this is "our thing"(the
students). We must cooperate with
the police as well as among ourselves
so that we do not increase racial
tension here at Clemson.
It is important that we do not take
things into our own hands. If, for
example, a vigilante group of white
students(or black students for that
matter) wielding baseball bats were
to go to the Loggia with intentions
of getting even, although it would
be an expedient solution, it would
do more harm than help.
The police will be stepping up
patrols to decrease excessive
loitering in the two aforementioned

letters
areas; therefore, do not become
offended if you are asked to show
your student ID. If you have any
questions, please call me at 6564368 or attend our informal rap
session next Tuesday, Oct. 24 at
3:33 in the Calhoun Commons
Meeting Room. Peace.
Daon M. Johnson
President, NAACP
Clemson Chapter

Administration
not for students
This letter is in reference to the
letter written by Liz Freeze In the
October 13 issue of The Tiger.
All I can say is "Liz, you don't
know the half of it." In your letter,
you said it should be the right of the
student to stand. You are not aware
of one important aspect of college
life at Clemson. Students have no
clear cut rights.
I am 36 years old. When I decided
to come back to Clemson University
at age 32,1 was very excited because
I have always loved Clemson and
would never have said anything
derogatory or allowed anyone else
to say anything derogatory about
Clemson in my presence. I'm sad to
say that this is not the case now. If all
of the IPTAY members around the
country had to attend classes here. I
would wager that most would get a
rude awakening. Clemson

University boasts the largest athletic
booster club in the world, but did
you ever stop and wonder why the
Alumni association doesn't enjoy
the same prosperity? Well, let me
enlighten you.
First, there is this idea the
administration has that students are
all immature half-wits that can only
be herded like cows and told what,
when, where, why and how to live
their lives at Clemson University. I,
for one, refuse to be treated in that
manner. The Administration has
forgotten a major point, these are
our educations that we pay for.
Currently, if a second semester
freshman at Clemson is on academic
probation, he is not allowed to take
over 15 credit hours. Granted, in
some cases, this may be good advice,
but if the student wants to take 30
hours, it's his business, not the
administration's. I am really sick
and tired of being undermined by
workers who never finished high
school and whose idea of higher
education is going to a technical
school at night to get their GED.
Anyone having dealings with
Crowe's Security and/or the older
administrative people In Sikes Hall
will know what I'm referring to.
Second, the housing situation on
this campus is very bad and is going
to get a lot worse. Enrollment has
increased every year since I' ve been
here (August 1985) and housing has
stayed the same. It really doesn't
take a smart man to figure out that
this is a losing proposition. It doesn't
take a CPA to figure out that the
University's income increased

proportionally with the increase In
enrollment. You would think that
they would be able to at least keep
the cost of tuition the same as a
result, but the tuition has also gone
up every year since I have been
here.
The housing facilities leave a lot
of room for improvement. Johnstone
has paper thin walls and three-inch
long cockroaches. Most of the dorms
have been scheduled to have
asbestos removed from the ceiling
and walls. I have news for the
administration, the asbestos on the
celiings and walls of the dorms on
campus have been doing a pretty
good iob of removing themselves. I
remember the nightly ritual of
brushing the fallen asbestos from
my bed when I lived in Lever Hall
and Johnstone Hall. I was forced off
campus by the increased enrollment,
but I think they might have done me
a favor.
Third, perhaps the most
frustrating problem of all is the
problem ofunfit teachers. These fall
into two groups — those who don't
speak English and those who do. I
had the misfortune to have eight
different teachers in the electrical
engineering department over a
period of about 2 1/2 years. One
spoke English well enough to
understand me when I asked a
question and could make himself
understood by me. He was an
American teaching assistant. The
university allows each student a total
of 14 withdrawal hours: all of my
withdrawal hours were used to
withdraw from classes in which the

teacher couldn't make himself/
herself understood. I will never
forget a freshman engineering class
that I dropped. The first two weeks
of class, I went to see the teacher
after the class had ended to make
sure I had been counted present for
the day because I could not pick my
name out when the role was called.
The fact that a teacher can speak
English is not a guarantee that he
will be able to communicate well
enough to make the class understand.
I've found that it is a rare occasion
indeed when a professor displays
good teaching skills and is also a
money maker for the University by
publishing papers and attracting
grants.
Finally. I' !1 close, not from a lack
of things to say, but from a fear that
I may have said too much already. I
don't graduate until May, so I don't
want to rattle too many cages. I
would like to leave Liz Freeze and
the rest of you reading this article
with a few things to think about. Liz,
you said you would help in any
capacity. Well, here is how you and
everybody else can help. Write
letters of complaint, not to the
administration, but to the state
legislature, other financial
supporters of Clemson University
and to the news media. One thing I
have
noticed
about this
administration is that they seem to
get their collective acts together
whenever the news media or a high
ranking official is involved. Oh. one
more thing, you can wish us students
good luck.
Michael W. Jackson
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Head Hunters

Football ticket distribution to be moved
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief
The football ticket distribution
site will be moved from Cooper
Library to Littlejohn Coliseum "to
allow for student safety and security for those students who" camp
out to get tickets, according to a
resolution passed by Student Senate Monday night. The move would
occur next year.
The resolution, which passed
after a heated debate, states that
"students sleeping out for tickets
the night before their distribution
bother students trying to study and
leave their trash behind."
The resolution also cited complaints from the library administration resulting in requests for an alternate site.
According to a letter from Joseph Boykin, director of libraries,
to Nick Lomax, vice president for
student affairs, students who camp
out for tickets "bring with them all
the comforts of home: stereos, beer,
booze, pizzas, etc. When they leave
the next morning, all of their refuse
remains behind."
Boykin also states that the library's janitorial service is not contracted to clean outside the library
"after one of these all-nighters."
According to Boykin, parking
problems for faculty members are
created when students use employee
spaces on these days.
Senate President Derrick Pierce
said Wednesday that the resolution
was passed with the understanding
that library is the best place, but at
the request of library officials a new

Student Senate
site was found.
Littlejohn Coliseum was chosen
because it had a telephone line in it
that would allow the Athletic Department to distribute tickets using
a new card system that the University is planning to implement, said
Brad Beck, chairman of the senate' s
Athletic Affairs Committee.
Student Senate voted to extend a
deadline for several organizations
that are in danger of being derecognized for not having turned in the
annual student organization report
to the Office of Student Development. According to the resolution,
the Nov. 1 deadline is the "last
chance for the organizations to turn
in their forms before being derecognized. The organizations included the following: American
Society for Personnel Administration, Association for Computing
Machinery, Clemson's Apple Users Group and Software Exchange,
Gymnastics Club, International
Business Club, Mathematics Club,
Society for the Advancement of
Management, Society of Physics
Students and Student Government.
These organizations have been
placed on "immediate suspensions
having all Student Government
funding 'frozen' and losing their
organizational rights as stated in
the Student Handbook."
Senate President Derrick Pierce

said that Student Government was
on the list because Trey Blackwood,
student body president, had not
filled out the necessary forms before the first three deadlines.
Pierce said Blackwood turned in
the forms on Monday.
The nonfunded organizations in
danger of being derecognized include the following: Campus Outreach, International Student Association, International Student Council, Joint Engineering Council,
Kappa Delta Pi, Navigators, CU
Officers Christian Fellowship, Pi
Alpha Xi,S.C. Student Legislature,
Sigma Theta Tau, Charles Hadden
Spurgeon Foundation, Tau Upsilon
Gamma, Toastmasters Club/Tigertalkers and University Union Board.
Student Senate passed a resolution requesting that the West Campus office and the University Union
run the elevator in the Loggia at all
times. The resolution, introduced
by Debby Connelly of the General
Affairs Committee, states that turning off the elevator inconveniences
residents of Johnstone, handicapped
students and members of the student media on the eighth and ninth
floors of the Union.
Senate passed a resolution asking that "room vacancies be readily
available and accessible to the student body." According to the resolution, this would benefit students
who live off campus and desire to
move on campus.
The Student Senate recognized
three new organizations: American
society of Safety Engineers, International Students Christian Fellowship and Clemson Cycling Club.

Commentary
from page five

Alcohol
from page one
looking at the way parties are conducted and if they are abiding by
University policies by making spot
checks," Stevens said when asked
what alcohol concerns the University had this semester.

Know About Fake IDs But Were
Afraid to Ask" forum Wednesday,
and "Moonshine Runs" in the west
end zone parking lot, demonstrating the effects of drinking and driving.

" The problem is that most students are concerned with what happens if they get caught doing something, instead of the health or emotional risks incurred. We want students to know that we are not against
them drinking, but want to promote
responsible drinking and an awareness that all drinking carries some
risk," Stevens continued.

Atthis Saturday's football game
50,000 red ribbons will be given
out as the culmination of National
Alcohol Awareness Week.

" We are very pleased with the
organizational involvement this
year," Funderburk said.
Monday and Tuesday's sessions
of "Ooze, Don't Booze" mud volleyball were held at the Alpha
Gamma Rho House with the
weather appropriately rainy.
The housing office set up a table
in the Loggia asking students to
exercise their "Power of choice,"
asking students to drink responsibly.
"We wanted the students to take
a minute and think about their relationship with alcohol without
pressure from peers, parents or
church," siad Gary Horton, west
campus programming director.
Other events included a breathalyzer van and police mustang on
display in the Phantom Lot Thursday, in the west end zone parking
lot all day Friday, and at the tailgate
show on Saturday, the movies Iron-

"If you can not remember what
you did, how can you know it was
fun," were Stevens final words to
students.

pretty full too. Students like to do things
like get drop slips signed about ten
minutes before they are due.
What difference does it make if you
can' t find your prof because he is in his
lab, is teaching another section?
No, not everyone is a good teacher.
Most teachers are average. Teaching is
just plain hard to do anyway. Think
about standing for a whole hour in
front of 200 people of widely varied
backgrounds, at 8:00 AM, and explaining a difficult concept like stoichiometry. Sure, it would be great if all teachers were excellent. It would be great if
all students were excellent, too.
Perhaps the bottom line is that you
are now on your own. You can't blame
somebody else for your troubles.
Nobody is going to hand it to you
anymore. A university only gives you
the opportunity to learn to do it for
yourself. That 300ZX was the last freebie.

— HNRSTYUST5——

Student Specials

(Good between 10 a.m.-1 p.m.)
Monday-Friday

10% Off
All Services

654-2599

Victoria Square
(Near Mazzio's)

FURNISHED TOWNHOUSES!
2-Bedroom, l'^-Bath
Within Walking distance
of Campus.
Swimming Pool
Call

Bobbi Prater
Real Estate

654-3311
M-Th
F
Sa

10 a.m.-7 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
10a.m.-2 p.m.

art parts
209 Pendleton Road
(between the Armory & the Plez U)
Clemson, S.C. 29631
654-5758

SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS
Want to earn $1,200 a month until
graduation plus receive a $4,000 acceptance bonus and a guaranteed job after
graduation? Here's how - simply meet
these requirements:
-

Be a math, physics, chemistry or
engineering major
Have a 3.3 GPA or better (with no C's
in technical courses)
Be physically fit
Be a U.S. citizen

Interested? To find out more call: 1800-922-2135 in SC or 1-800-845-5640
in GA, M-F, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM.

Halloween Night
Savitar
"in concert"
Greenville Memorial Auditorium
Tuesday, October 31, 1989 9:00
pm
General Admission $7.00
Tickets on sale Friday the 13th!

Can You Stand IT?

weed and 77/? Morning After shown

at the Y-theater on Tuesday and
Wednesday respectively, and "Everything You Always wanted to

^ ^reenvniie
MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

Clossic Rock 4 Roll
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Legalities of international terrorism discussed
by Adrienne Aucoin
news editor
The Strom Thurmond Institute
sponsored a lecture last Friday
which covered the legalities of international terrorism. In a co-presentation, Victoria Toensing, chief
counsel of the U.S. Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence, and
Joseph diGenova, former U.S Attorney for the District of Columbia,
spoke on "Terrorism: The Rule of
Law and the Politics of the Rule of
Law."
Toensing said that in the mid
1970's, the United States discovered a large legal gap in the realm of
international terrorism. "We did not
have the kind of extraterritorial
jurisdiction, meaning that when
offenses were committed outside
of the United States, there were no
laws that had been passed by Congress which gave the U.S. courts
the jurisdiction to prosecute these
kinds of violations."

She said that in the late 70's,
Congress began to pass legislation
that gave the U.S. criminal courts
the jurisdiction to prosecute if terrorist acts were committed on certain persons working for the State
Department.
According to Toensing, this legislation eventaully led Congress to
grant the Justice Department the
power to prosecute hostage taking
that occurred outside the U.S. Finally, in August of 1986, Congress
passed a law permitting prosecution if an American was killed or
assaulted in a terrorist attack outside the United States.
"I give great credit to the U.S.
Senate who passed that bill twice,"
she said.
Toensing added that even though
this legislation had been passed,
problems still exist. For example,
there are domestic legal problems
which make prosecuting terrorists
difficult because of due process
rights. Extraditing these criminals

takes time, usually fourorfive years.
Sometimes other countries are
unwilling to help with the procedure.
"The domestic legal changes in
the rulings of terrorism have not yet
turned around the international
political situation.
"Terrorism of itself accomplishes nothing. It is our response
that signifies the success or failure
of terrorists' acts," Toensing said.
DiGenova stated that the U.S.
has made dramatic changes in the
ways of dealing with terrorism.
"Unfortunately, the American citizens do not know or completely
understand the details."
The dilemma of the rule of law is
knowing when to sacrifice for the
rule of law and its politics, he added.
According to diGenova, the rule
of law can work because terrorists
fear the United States Judicial System.
"We have much to be proud of in
our country," he concluded.

Custom Dressmaking
Tailoring
Bridal
Pageant gowns
Alterations
Tuxedo Rental
Debbie Coston
654-7630
Mary Tomlison
Clemson Shopping Center Hwy 76/28
Clemson, SC 29631

CHEAP
Air Fares
FALL BREAK
THANKSGIVING
(book soon; seats going fast!)
CHRISTMAS

SMALL

Papers donated to Special Collections Library
from News Services

and will speak at a luncheon in the
Gold Room of the Clemson House.

A public servant in three U.S.
presidents' administrations will
reflect upon her career in consumer
affairs and senate her her papers to
the University.
Nancy Steorts, chairman of the
U.S. Consumer Products Safety
Commission for President Reagan,
donated her papers to the University Library Special Collections

Steorts served as special assistant for consumer affairs to the
secretary of agriculture in the Nixon
and Ford administrations, consultant to the director of the U.S. Office
of Consumer Affairs in the White
House, chairman of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, and
president of the Dallas Citizens
council.

She is also a distinguished lecturer for the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public
Affairs at the University.
Her papers document her career
and interests. Because of her concern for safety and flammable fabrics, Steorts received a number of
honors from fire departments nationwide. Her collection includes
several fire hats and other fire safety
items.

i&i&i& lAKHE 9&TE, OO^E JW@> ALL fafofa
SPANKY BARRETT, T. JORDON BENNETT AND GUBDO TORTELLINI

Present

13

WORLD

YEARS

654-6125
ACROSS FROM
LYNCH S DRUG

TRAVEL

IN CLEMSON

Two
Locations

654-8440
NEXT TO
WENDY S

Wolff Sra Center
Semester Special
Visit twice a week for $90
all semester
or
Visit three times for $125.00
Other packages available
Call 654-1766 for more information

GO TIGERS
COLLEGE STUDENTS AND STAFF...
THURSDAY IS YOUR NIGHT...
SO SHOW US YOUR ID, AND WELL FORGET
ABOUT THE COVER CHARGE!!!!
Monday - Sport's Night!!!!
Tuesday - Classic Rock!!!
Wednesday - Legs, Legs, Legs! $300 To Give Away!!!!
Thursday - A Special Night for Ladies, College Students and College Staff
with a "Hunk of Money" and "Just Between Me and You"
Friday - Join the Party Man till 2am!!!
Saturday - A World Full ofSuprises!!!

TODD'S... ANDERSON'S PREMIER DANCE CLUB
7Y)7)n'.<;...FEFJ, THE POWER OF THE ELECTRIC CITY
TODD'S....THE UPSTATES LOWEST PRICES ON BAR BRANDS

mnn's....THE PLACE TO PARTY

Beat State
COLLEGE GRADUATES
Put your education to work—become a

Lawyer's Assistant
I "The Career for the 90's" |
at The National Center for Paralegal Training
• Oldest and largest graduate level ABA-approved
program in the Southeast
• Employment assistance—over 1,000 employers in 38
states have hired our graduates
• 3 month day program with housing available
• 7 month evening program
• Diversified Curriculum—specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate and Probate—including
"Computers in the Practice of Law"
Meet with our representative

Thursday, November 2, 9 am-5 pm
Contact College Placement Office for an appointment

The National Center for Paralegal Training
3414 Ptachtitt Rd. NE Atlanta. GA 30326

800-223-2618 In Georgia, call 404-266-1060

TPTF, NEW TOTTO'S SUPPORTS RESPONSIBLE DRINKING

Please send me information about a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
Name
HAddress
Zip.
.State.
City
Yr. Grad.
College
. EVENING L
Phone: DAY L
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Student Government
NEWS AND EVENTS

CLEM SPA/ (/M/VERSITY STC/PEAST GOt/Eft A/MEN T
SENATE 1989-90
BE HEARD—NOT HERDED
FALL COMMITTEE REPORTS
David Pitts 'Vice President of the Housing
Committee
This year's Housing Committee and Student Senate had been
making progress towards a more accessible and comfortable
campus. We are looking into: speedier and more reliable
elevators, room vacancies for off-campus students waiting to move
on-campus, ice machines in proposed dormitories, smoke alarms
installed in the hallways of dormitories, and using an active voice
in the proposed plans of the new Johnstone.

This is Debby Conneily, General AHairs Chairman.
We have some great programs that we are working on! They
include: planning activities for Freshmen who do not go through
Rush; a walking escort service on campus to increase safety; and a
computerized bookswap that will allow students to exchange
books with other students and avoid an expensive trip to the
bookstore. If you have any ideas for these projects or any other
suggestions, just drop me a note in Box 2977. Help us make a
difference!

The Academic Committee, with Richard J. deWolf as
Chairman, would appreciate hearing suggestions to improve
scholastics at Clemson University. We are currently working on:
the printing of teacher evaluations, extending a tutoring program
to all needy students, evaluating the scholarship criteria, adding a
graduate degree for veterinary practice, and attempting to lessen
the problem of being closed out of classes. Any suggestions or
ideas? Call Student Government of Richard (Academic Chairman)
at 656-4111.

My name is Jay Haydon, Judiciary Committee
Chairman for the Student Senate. My Committee had been
working on revising the Student Sanctions and penalties in the
handbook. The reasoning behind this is to divide the penalties into
different levels in order to provide a wider range of discipline and
to differentiate between sanctions.

Thanks to all students who participated in the
Alcohol and Drug Use Phone Survey conducted
by Hie Research and Development Committee
this Week! If you were not phoned and would
like to participate in the survey, come by
Student Government and complete a survey.
Thank you!
Kay Allison
Research and Development

My name is Debbie Dupuy and I am Chairman of
Student Organizations and AHairs Committee My
Committee deals with all business pertaining to Student
Organizations, Clubs, Fraternities, etc., including all petitions for
recognition of new organizations. My Committee will be reviewing
the purpose of clubs petitioning to be recognized more carefully to
assure clubs that are already in good standing on campus will
receive their full benefits of being an organization. Therefore, if
you are thinking of starting a club/organization, be sure not to
duplicate one that already exists. This will strengthen the
organizations that are currently recognized. If you have any
questions, please feel free to get in touch with me.

Michael Bridgers—Chairman of the TraHic and
Grounds Committee
Traffic and Grounds Committee is currently working on a number
of projects to improve security and alleviate the parking problems
around campus. We presented and Student Senate passed a
resolution supporting the concept of emergency telephones around
campus. Plans are being considered to improve commuter traffic
flow and upgrade lighting around campus. Please let Student
Government know your feelings and any ideas you may have to
improve our campus.

I'm Amy Uhl, the Food and Health Chairman, and
currently my Committee has been meeting twice a month with Jeff
Hall and the Location Managers from each of the dining services.
Harcombe renovation blueprints are in Craig Shipman's Student
Government Office for anyone who would like to see them.
Student Senate has approved of the concept of renovation, but
before we can formally support the idea, we would like to have, in
writing, an approximate cost of the project.

My name is Brad Beck, Chairman of the Athletic
AHairs Committee, and my Committee and I are currently
working on the location of the future site of football ticket
distribution. After reviewing all possible locations, we came up
with the decision that Littlejohn was the best.

Hey Freshmen!
Want to help with Spring Preregistration?
Honors Student Council is sponsoring a help
session.
Watch for more details.

Director
HOT SEAT LIVE RADIO INTERVIEW SHOW
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS FEATURED THIS WEDNESDAY AT 7:30
WSBF 88.1
CALL IN QUESTIONS 656-2279
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as alumni professors
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PIZZA HUT® PAIRS
Makin' It Twice—One Great Price
Two Cheese Pizzas
Extra Toppings
(Covers Both Pizzas)
Two Supreme, Meat Lover's®
or Pepperoni Lover's® Pizzas
Two Super Supreme Pizzas

Robert Nowack
from News Services
A ci v il engineering professor and
a professor of art and architectural
history have been named Alumni
Professors at Clemson University.
Robert Nowack, a Clemson faculty member for 41 years, and
Cecilia Voelder, who joined the
faculty in 1978, join 17 other faculty members on campus who hold
alumni professorships. The professorships, which boost each
recipient's annual salary by $3,500,
are funded by unrestricted gifts to
the Clemson Loyalty Fund to help
the University reward and retain
top faculty members.
Nowack, who earned his
bachelor's degree form Carnegie
Institute of Technology and his
master's from the University of
Pittsburgh, says his life's work has
been teaching. "I'm 100 percent
teaching, no research," says
Nowack. "I made that decision
many years ago—and I suppose
that in itself has allowed me to be
fully available to my students. My
door has always been open, and
I've encouraged communication

Cecilia Voelker
and interchange."
Says civil engineering department head Russell Brown: "He
really cares about his students—
both inside and outside the classroom. And that's made all the difference."
Voelker, a former concert pianist, holds a doctorate in humanities
from Syracuse University, a
master's in musicology from Catholic University, and German, Italian,
and Latin—in addition to English
and is an internationally recognized
specialist in Italian Renaissance
architecture. Prior to joining the
Clemson faculty, she taught in the
fine arts department at August
College.
Characterized by colleagues and
former students as passionately
committed to teaching, Voelker says
she has "tremendous respect for the
young mind. To see the progress
students make in their comprehension of art and architectural history
in just one semester is very exciting. I am awed by the power of the
human mind and respectful of my
responsibility as a teacher to tap
this incredible resource."

Employee season tickets
for sports now considered
taxable income
from staff reports
This year as in years past, the
Athletic Department has offered
football and basketball season tickets to faculty and staff at a discounted rate of 60 percent of the
full season price.
Under section 132 of the Internal Revenue Code, we are allowed
to exclude from income certain
discounts provided by an employer
to the extent that the discount does
not exceed 20 percent of the price
paid for the tickets by the general
public.
The University and the Athletic
Department had to make a decision
this year to increase the price of
faculty and staff season tickets for
football and basketball to 80 percent of the face value or leave the
season price at 60 percent and
report the additional 20 percent
discount in excess of the allowance
under section 132 of the Internal
Revenue Code as taxable income to
the employees who purchased sea-

soned tickets.
The decision was made to continue selling the faculty and staff
season tickets at 60 percent of the
face value and report the additional
20 percent discount as taxable income to the employees who purchased season tickets.
To comply with IRS regulations,
this will add $19 per season ticket
for football and $23 per season ticket
in basketball to your taxable income and will be reported to the
IRS on your 1989 W2 form from
the University.

Medium
10.99

Large
13.99

1.59

1.89

13.99
14.99

17.99
18.99

TM

NO COUPON NEEDED
Just ask for Pizza Hut® Pairs™
Special
Available for Free Delivery
Call: 654-8646
or Carryout / Dineln
Call: 654-8692

DELIVERY

Makin* it great! ®

c. 1989 Pizza Hut, Inc.® and'" respectively designate registered trademark
and trademark of Pizza Hut, Inc.

Make
Your First
Career Move
AWaik Across
Campus.

Typeright
Four Ruben Square
Papers
Forms
Resumes
CIFs

Letters
Laser Printing
653-7901

IN CLEMSON

FREEDOM RIDGE APTS.
1990 Vacancies
Individuals or up to 3
646-9990

The National Security Agency will be on campus November 8th interviewing for
summer and Co-op positions. See your placement office for more details.

National
Security
Agency
The Opportunities of a Lifetime.
An equal opportunity employee. US citizenship required for applicant and immediate family
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How're you going to do it?
'This is going to be a breeze"

(£o(,u(ioK,

Great back-to-school prices on PS/2 s.
Just in time. You can pick up an IBM Personal System/2® with easy-to-use software
loaded and ready to go. And best of all, you get it at a special low back-to-school price.
And that's not all. When you buy the PS/2,® you can get a great low price on
PRODIGY,® the exciting new shopping, information and entertainment computer
service. Start this semester up and running with a PS/2 at a low, low price*

*WS>::Wi**::>.

PS/2 Model 30 286-lMb memory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,
one 3.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb),
20Mb fixed disk drive, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft®
Windows/286, Word 5.0*
hDC Windows Express^
hDC Windows Manager™ and
hDC Windows Color™

$2,299

PS/2 Model 50 Z-IMb memory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,
one 3.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb),
30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
Channel™ architecture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
Windows/286, Word 5.0* Excel,*
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and
hDC Windows Color ^ _QQ

PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb memory, 80386SX™ (16 MHz) processor, one 3.5 " diskette drive
(1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive,
Micro Channel architecture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
Windows/386, Word 5.0* Excel*
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and
hDC Windows Color ^ ^

$3,499

Now, special low prices on three models of IBM Proprinters,™ too.

Call THE MICRO CENTER at
656-3714 for Details!
Located in Poole Computer Center

:®

Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Modpl ft<ttn F?I
8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31,1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charqes Check w?h vn.fr
institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice
IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation PRODIGY is a
registered trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation hDC Windows ExDress hnc
Windows Manager and hDC Windows Color are trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation. 80386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation © IBM Corp 1989 "
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World hunger awareness
month comes to a close
from News Services
How are world hunger and rain
forest depletion related?
Jay Hair, president of the National Wildlife Federation, the
world's largestconservation organization, will address that topic in
Clemson University's Daniel Auditorium, Thursday, October 26 at
7:30 p.m.
The event is the last of Clemson's
observance of World Hunger
Awareness Month."As the population expands in developing regions,
more and more people are forced to
find new land for farming," says
Hair. "Often that means hacking
away at the rain forests."
Deforestation is compounded by
the dependence of Third World
citizens on firewood forfuel. "Electricity is simply not a reality in
many parts of the world. Those
without it depend on huge amounts
of firewood each year for cooking
and boiling water."

Hair's speech is of particular
interest to Clemson in light of the
university's recent acquisition of
200 acres of prime rain forest property on the island of Dominica, West
Indies.
A gift from Virginia philanthropist John Archbold Tropical Research Center.
"A tremendous concern among
scientists is that little is known about
the plant and animal species that
inhabit the world's rain forests,"
says Hair. "Most of it remains a
mystery. And if we continue clearing the rain forest, we risk losing a
number of diseases, including cancer and AIDS.
The Archbold Center will help
facilitate the type of genetic research Hair is referring to.
In addition, Hair says, rain forest depletion also contributes to the
phenomenon of global warming—
a trend that scientists say could
dramatically change the world's
geography as polar ice caps melt
and the oceans rise. "Its and envi-
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Resident Hall Association
sponsors Halloween activities
by Bill Swain
staff writer

Jay Hair
ronmental issue that all of us must
become aware of and address," he
days. "We all are responsible, in
one way or another, and we must
act now to do something to stop it."
Hair became chief executive
officer of the National Wildlife
Federation in May, 1981.
A Clemson Universmity graduate, Hair earned his undergraduate
degree in biology and his master's
in zoology. In 1975, he was awarded
his doctorate in zoology from the
University of Alberta, Canada.
His speech is free and open to
the public.

The Residence Hall Association
(RHA) and Sanders residence hall
council will be sponsoring "Halloween in Clemson", a night for
children of married students, faculty, and children from Helping
Hands to participate in a night of
trick or treating on the University
campus.
The idea of having a Halloween
project was brought up by the RHA
but the thought of making it "Halloween in Clemson" is credited to
Kris Smith, President of Sanders
Residence Hall Council and coordinator of the event.
Residence halls on campus will
be having games, entertainment, and
candy said Smith.
In the past some of the dorms
have had area children go door to
door for candy but, according to
Smith, an organized event has
"never been done campus wide."

The residence halls included will
be Calhoun Courts, the Clemson
House, Johnstone A, Bennett,
Young, Geer, Manning, Burns,
Lever, Barnett, and Sanders. There
will be a haunted house in the
Clemson House, a carnival in the
commons of Calhoun Courts, a
magician in Johnstone A, and games
and candy throughout the campus.
Several volunteers will be arriving early to take the children from
Helping Hands around to the entertainment. Smith stated that the kids
from Helping Hands will be from a
home for physically and sexually
abused children and "a lot of them
have never been trick or treating."
The service sorority, Gamma
Sigma Sigma, will be providing as
many as 50 volunteers to assist the
residence halls with their projects.
The RHA has donated $25 to
each dorm to pay for the candy to be
given away. Volunteers will provide whatever else is needed to make
this Halloween a memorable one
for many children of Clemson.

Silvers
from page one
the the department will become
"more visible", on campus and off.
To achieve this, he is planning a
series of lectures next semester in
which professors will discuss their
own specialties in philosophy and
will expose students to the "fun and
fascination" of the science of philosophy.
Also, he stated that his job is to see
that every student in his department
will be able to compete with students from any other college in the
country, and that the professors will
contribute to the science with research and papers.
Previously to his appointment, Slivers taught in other U.S. universities
and held a chair in a major university in the Netherlands. He holds a
doctorate degree in philosophy and
a specialization in the Philosophy
of Cognitive Science and Theory of
Knowledge.

\
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International
News Briefs
SOVIET RIGHTS RECORD IMPROVES:
The Soviet Union has improved its
human rights climate, Amnesty International said Tuesday. The number of political prisoners in the Soviet Union has
dropped from 600 to about 90 in the last
three years, the London-based organization said.
EAST GERMANS GO TO DUSSELDORF:
Dusseldorf, West Germany, on Tuesday received the first 125 East Germans to
leave Warsaw, Poland, after renouncing
their nationality. Wednesday, the East
German Communist Party's Central Committee is reportedly scheduled to meet.
The committee could determine the outcome of ailing leader Erich Honecker, 77.
ASSOCIATION READMITS SOVIETS:
The Soviet Union was readmitted
Wednesday to the World Psychiatric Association. Rather than be expelled, the
Soviets left six years ago after allegations
that dissidents were being certified as
insane.
COMMUNIST SYSTEM COULD BE
CUT:
The Communist system in the Soviet
Union could be undercut thanks to a bill
that lawmakers preliminarily approved.
The bill would allow people to own factories and farmers to pass leased land to
their children.
IVORY TRADE OUTLAWED:
On Jan. 18., 1990, the global ivory
trade will be against the law. In a move to
protect elephants, an international convention formally decided to outlaw the
trade. African nations were unhappy with
the move.

KURT WALDHEIM CLEARED:
Austrian President Kurt Waldheim was
cleared of allegations that he was involved
in the killing of British prisoners in Greece
while he was a German army officer in
1944 — thanks to a British report. Although he probably knew what happened
to the prisoners, Waldheim could not be
held responsible, the report concluded.
COLOMBIAN JUDGE GUNNED
DOWN:
Colombian federal Judge Hector
Jimenez Rodriguez was shot to death on a
Medellin street corner. Drug traffickers
killed him in retaliation for extraditions to
the USA, a caller said.
MAN DEAD AFTER TURNIP HITS:
Police in Britain are investing the death
of a man, 56, who died after being hit by
a turnip thrown from a passing car. Police
said there have been nearly two dozen
other instances of assault with fruits and
vegetables. The man died of a ruptured
spleen, caused by the impact of the turnip.
WORM' HITS COMPUTER NETWORK:
The NASA computer network was hit
by a European computer hacker, who
placed a "worm" program in a computer
system operated by universities and government agencies. The program was
planned to deliver an anti-nuclear message in connection with the launch of the
shuttle Atlantis and the plutonium-powered Galileo probe, NASA said. The worm
won't effect launch plans for Atlantis.
REBELS
KILL
OFFICIAL'S
DAUGHTER:
Suspected leftist rebels shot and killed
the daughter of a high-ranking military
official in San Salvador on Tuesday, a
move the government charged was an
attempt to derail current peace talks aimed
at ending the 10-year-old civil war, according to Wednesday's Washington Post.
International News Briefs
©Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

San Francisco earthquake worst
since 1906 'Great Quake', many dead
©Copyright 1989, US A TODAY/Apple
College Information Network
SAN FRANCISCO—A 30-second earthquake approaching historic proportions shook
Northern California "like holy hell" at rush
hour Tuesday, collapsing part of the Bay
Bridge, touching off raging fires and killing
scores of people.
The quake apparently took the city by
complete surprise, at 5:04 p.m. PDT, and
registered 6.9 on the Richter Scale. The death
count steadily climbed. By late evening,
reports ranged from 60 fatalities to as many
as 200.
At least 60 people were reported killed on
the interstate that ties San Francisco and
Oakland and includes the 8-mile Bay Bridge,
parts of which collapsed on top of the lower
roadway. Six died in a fire at a Santa Cruz
shopping mall. A man died in northern
Monterey County when a water tank fell on
him.
Just 30 minutes before the scheduled first
pitch of the World Series at Candlestick Park,
before 62,000 fans and a broadcast audience
of millions, the quake ripped a 2-inch crack in
a section of the upper deck and knocked out
electricity. The game was postponed and the
ballpark evacuated in the twilight.
\Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy said there was
"tremendous property damage" through the
whole area and cautioned, "People should
not leave their homes; bridges are down;
several major highways are in serious
trouble."
There were reports of some youth gangs
roaming the streets with baseball bats. The
California National Guard and all city police
units in San Francisco were called out.
Greg Higgins, who was driving past San
Francisco to go fishing in Laytonville, said
he was looking toward the city and was
overwhelmed.
"It looked like a bomb had gone off in the
city — like the pictures I've seen of Beirut,"
he said.
The U.S. Geological Survey pegged the
temblor at 6.9 on the open-ended Richter
Scale — just shy of the 7 reading for a
"major" quake capable of wreaking heavy
and widespread damage.
Russ Needham with the U.S. Geological
Survey said the quake was centered near
Santa Cruz, 75 miles south of San Francisco,
and could be felt as far as western Nevada and
Los Angeles to the south.
"I thought I was dying, I thought I was
dying, I really thought I was dying," Claudia
Gomez told KRON-TV, crippled in its broadcast capabilities through the night by power
outages.
At San Francisco Airport, one of the
nation's busiest, retired Air Force Col. Marion Johnson said he was "sitting there drinking my beer and things come down from the
ceiling like holy hell. I hit the deck and got
under the table."

Barbara Lohman, spokeswoman for the
American Red Cross, said at least two shelters have opened in San Mateo and in the San
Francisco marina area — where a fire freely
gobbled up an entire city block.
The quake was a rippling shift in Earth's
plates along the often frisky San Andreas
fault, which runs along the California coast.
The last 6.9 quake was in Soviet Armenia
in December, when 25,000 people were killed.
In September 1985, a quake measuring 8.1
on the Richter scale wracked Mexico City,
killing 6,000 people.
Tuesday night's quake apparently was the
worst for the golden city by the bay since the
1906 "Great Quake" that laid waste to San
Francisco. At least 3,000 people died in that
quake, and more than 28,000 buildings were
destroyed.
Seismologists have been predicting for
much of the century that California, perched
precariously on the capricious fault, was long
overdue for a earthquake of devastating proportions.
Robert Wesson of the Geological Survey

said, "This is not the big earthquake we've
been waiting for. ... It's 100 times weaker
than the 1906 quake," and said aftershocks
will be felt for several days.
"It was just one more reminder that quakes
can strike at any time and place," said Tom
Mullins of the California Office of Emergency Services.
Telecommunications were jammed shortly
after the quake; calls from the East Coast
were hopeless. A BART subway train was
trapped in a tunnel.
The Diablo Canyon nuclear plant — long
a focus on concern for residents because it
sits directly on the San Andreas Fault — was
shut down but reportedly was not damaged.
There were reports the busy Bay Bridge,
the only direct link between San Francisco
and Oakland, could be reopened by Thursday. U.S. Army Engineers headed to the
scene with special equipment to try to make
the speedy repairs.
Republican Gov. George Deukmejian was

see Quake page 13

Driving nightmare
Up to 50 feet of the upper deck of the roadway suddenly tipped onto
the pavement below after the earthquake shook the Bay Bridge
between San Francisco and Oakland.

David Pierce, Gannett News Service

Earthquake disrupts World Series
©Copyright 1989, US A TODAY/Apple
College Information Network
SAN FRANCISCO — You could not
possibly know what had hit Candlestick Park
until you saw Section 53.
The damage from the World Series earthquake began at the bottom row of this upper
deck section. As you walked up the steps, the
fault line was clear. The left one-fourth of the
concrete steps had been sliced off as if someone had been at work with a jackhammer.
And at the top, the most frightened sight of
this or any other World Series:
This section of Candlestick Park had literally been ripped apart a good 2 inches. And
you could see that the most petrified fan of all
had to be whoever was sitting in Row 22, Seat
24.
Below his or her seat, the concrete had
broken apart an inch. When the fan looked
down after the earthquake, he saw not concrete, but daylight right into the parking lot

below.
Baseball Commissioner Fay Vincent first
thought the vibration was a jet flying overhead. That's what would cause all that shaking, wouldn't it?
"Honey," his wife said, "I think it's an
earthquake."
In the San Francisco dugout, Giants pitcher
Mike Krukow didn't know what was going
on.
"I heard someone yell, 'Earthquake!"
Krukow said, "and I got the hell out of there."
In the umpires' room, Al Clark was just
finishing dressing, ready to walkout on the
field.
"When I realized it was an earthquake,
and not a little earthquake, it was scary,"
Clark said. "I don't think I've ever been more
scared in my life. The walls started buckling.
I just had to get out of there."
At 5:04 p.m. PDT, 20 minutes before the
first pitch of Game 3 of the World Series was

to be made before a cheering crowd, Candlestick Park and its 62,000 people got the jolt of
their lives.
The earthquake that caused heavy damage throughout the Bay area causedconfusion at Candlestick.
It lasted 20, maybe 30 seconds. First came
a strange quiet from the crowd, then a loud
roar after it had ended. Then the hour of
milling and confusion as people tried to realize just what had happened.
"At first," Krukow said, "it was like 'Gee
Whiz, let's get on with the game.' Then
reality set in, we started getting reports of the
damage that had happened, and everybody
got very scared and very confused.
"People are afraid to go home and see
what might have happened. There's a lot of

see Stadium, page 13
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National
News Briefs
EARTHQUAKE SHAKES CALIFORNIA:
Several hundred people are believed
dead from an earthquake that shook Northern California on Tuesday and caused
major damage in the San Francisco area.
About 60,000 World Series fans in Candlestick Park were terrified, as the stadium swayed and electrical power was
lost. The quake registered 6.9 on the Richter scale, the same magnitude as the Dec.
7, 1988, Armenian quake.

SPACE SHUTTLE DELAYED:
Rain clouds grounded the space shuttle
Atlantis and its nuclear-powered spacecraft Galileo on Tuesday at the Kennedy
Space Center. The launch is rescheduled
for liftoff at 12:50 p.m. EDT Wednesday,
but the forecast predicts more rain. The
launch window is limited because of planetary alignments needed by Galileo to hit
Jupiter.
AMENDMENT NOT EXPECTED TO
PASS:
A constitutional amendment to ban
flag burning is about dead because Sen.
John Danforth (R-Mo.) and Sen. Warren
Rudman (R-N.H.) changed positions
Tuesday. Senate Majority Congress
Leader George Mitchell (D-Maine) expects the constitutional amendment won't
get the required two-thirds when it is
voted upon Thursday.
COMMITTEE EXPANDS DEATH
PENALTY:
An expanded use of the death penalty
won the approval of a Senate committee
Tuesday. The OK was given after protection against racial bias was added. The
move would bring existing law into line
with Supreme Court rulings for the death
penalty for offenses including murder,
treason and espionage.
ATTACK ON MONEY LAUNDERING:
The federal government's attack on
money laundering could get a major boost
from state law enforcement agencies, reports say. Under consideration: A nationwide computer system to join state and
federal investigative files — profiling
money launderers, sharing tips and creating a network of state and federal agents.
JUDGE TO DECIDE CHILD'S FATE:
A New York couple is scheduled to
find out Wednesday if they'll be allowed
to keep their son, who might be braindead, on life support systems. Justice Helen
Freedman of the State Supreme Court of
Manhattan must decide if 6-week-old Luis
Alvarado is comatose or dead. Lawyers
say the baby has no brain activity; a courtappointment neurologist said the brain
could be working.
'WORM' HITS COMPUTER NETWORK:
The NASA computer network was hit
by a European computer hacker, who
placed a "worm" program in a computer
system operated by universities and government agencies. The program was
planned to deliver an anti-nuclear message in connection with the launch of the
shuttle Atlantis and the plutonium-powered Galileo probe, NASA said. The worm
won't effect launch plans for Atlantis.
BUSH TO VETO ABORTION BILL:
President Bush's stand against federally funded abortions isn't expected to
win him any votes. Bush said Tuesday he
would veto a proposed expansion of
Medicaid abortions to include cases where
pregnancy results from rape or incest.
House leaders said they'll try to override
a veto.

News Briefs
©Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
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Bush's popularity rating up from
©Copyright 1989,USATODAY/Apple
College Information Network
WASHINGTON — Despite some recent
bumps in the road, more than half of U.S.
voters grade President Bush's job performance at "A" or "B," a Gannett News Service
poll shows.
The nationwide poll of 612 adults Oct. 1011 finds that 51 percent grade
Bush at "A" or "B" — up slightly from 47
percent in April.
Recent criticism over Bush's handling of
the failed coup in Panama and sharper disagreements with Congress over several budget
and tax issues had no apparent negative effect
on the ratings.
"Bush is doing better because he's had
real successes in doing what he was elected to
do — keep the economy going strong, be a
nice guy and keep talking to the Soviets,"
says Michael Robinson, presidential scholar

at Georgetown University. "He wasn'telected
to take bold, decisive action, and what the
polls are showing is a buoying of his public
support on the basis of that."
Barbara Bush continues to be more popular than her husband, earning 71 percent As or
Bs, up from 69 percent in April.
Bush often says his high ratings benefit in
part from his wife's popularity. When Bush
spoke last month in Boston to the Catholic
Lawyers Guild, Cardinal Bernard Law said
the only way he could top the president next
year would be to invite Mrs. Bush to speak.
The largely Democratic audience roared
approval.
While Bush's job rating was inching up,
Vice President Dan Quayle's is slipping.
Where 25 percent rated Quayle A or B in
April, now only 21 percent do so.
"It's no real surprise," says Robinson.
"It's the post-honeymoon dropoff. There's a
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praying going on right now."
Krukow said this with a sober look on his
face and his 2-year-old son in his arm. Like
most of the other players, the first thing he
had done after the quake was round the field
and look for his family.
Giants catcher Terry Kennedy had gone to
the stands to find his wife.
"I told her to go, but she wouldn't leave
without me. It's probably just as well. If
something else happened (aftershocks) and
she was out there alone ...People have been
worried about being down 0-2 in the World
Series. They better check their priorities."
As Candlestick slowly emptied and night
set in, one of the first questions was what
would become of a World Series suddenly
famous for an earthquake.
Giant officials said cracks had been spotted in the walls of Candlestick in three different sections.
Two hours after the quake, Candlestick
inside was quiet and dark, with one strand of
lights burning. But outside, the parking lot
was jammed, the freeways in gridlock.
Every bridge in an area surrounded on
three sides by water was closed. The traffic
had nowhere to go. The few phones that still
worked had lines up to 50 people long, worried baseball fans trying to reach home.
The quake hit just as some of the players
were jogging on the outfield and the last
surge of fans was making its way through the
Candlestick gates.
In the press box, 150 feet high, the sound
seemed like the stomping of the fans' feet, a
crowd in anxious wait for the World Series.
But when the walls shook and the television sets mounted high on the press box walls
swayed back and forth, it suddenly became
clear that an earthquake had struck. Fifty
reporters made a mad dash for the two doors.
But as quickly as it had begun, it was over.
Out on the field, players looked skyward,

lot of real anxiety about Quayle out there,
and he's done nothing to make it evaporate."
The polls found Bush scored his biggest
performance gains in dealing with the Soviets and drugs.
"Given that Bush is saying he wants to cut
strategic, conventional and chemical weapons and will talk with the Russians, he's
scoring points with the public," says Robinson.
And on drugs, "While the Bush drug plan
was panned by the Democrats, the public
said, 'Sure enough, he's concerned about
this terrible scourge, and that's a good thing.'"
Despite a highly publicized education
summit last month with the nation's governors, Bush's score on education showed no
appreciable gain.
"The public was largely uninterested in
the education summit and thought it was a
charade," said Robinson.

the first worry being Canldestick's tall light
poles. It is not a comforting sight to see a 200foot high light pole shacking like a stoplight
in the wind.
"What those lights were doing was incredible," Krukow said.
Police soon flooded the field and an ambulance was driven in, stopping by the first base
coaching box, just in case. But no injuries
were reported.
The crowd, at first unaware of the seriousness of the quake, remained in the stadium,
sure the game eventually would begin.
But the damage was much more serious in
the real world, and power was soon cut off
from he stadium, not long after the public
address announcer had warned fans that in
case of an aftershock, those in the upper decks
were to head for the ramps and those in the
lower decks were to go straight to the field.
It was certainly an unprecedented announcement in World Series history, inviting
fans tb'head for the pitcher's mound.
Thirty minutes after the quake, the crowd
began to chant, "Let's play ball! Let's play
ball!" But by then, it was clear that Mother
Nature had taken care ofthis World Series for
one night, maybe more
Inside the dark clubhouses, with only
flashlights to make their way, the players had
little thought of Game 3. One by one, they
collected their families, found their cars in the
dusk and joined the traffic jam.
Wanting to get the crowd out of the powerless stadium before night fall, Vincent called
the game and ordered the stadium evacuated.
Only when the people made their way into
the parking lot did they find that they had no
place to go. An area that had celebrated its
own World Series for a week now was suddenly burdened with recovering from disaster. Suddenly, in the dark quiet of the damaged Candlestick Park, baseball did not seem
so important.

in Europe on a trade mission; a military plane
was to bring him back to Washington, where
he was to meet with members of California's
congressional delegation. The group then
was to fly to San Francisco Wednesday
morning.
En route, Deukmejian told CNN: "There
is no question that anything as severe as this
is going to have a major economic impact on
the area. It's going to be essential that we
have as much cooperation as possible."
President Bush, informed of the quake
after addressing a Republican governors'
dinner, paused outside his limousine before
entering the White House and said, "The
federal government will do everything it can
to help."
Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner
flew to San Francisco with officials of the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
and Marilyn Quayle, wife of Vice President
Dan Quayle.
San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos urged
the city's citizens not to panic.
"Our city is in good shape," he said.
"There has been some structural damage to
downtown buildings but we are working
quickly to return things to normal."
"I'm from California and been through
earthquakes before," said Kim Clanton of
San Francisco, who was attending the World
Series game, "but I've never been through
one like this."
At Candlestick Park, San Francisco pitcher
Mike Krukow clutched his 2-year-old son
and said, "It was like, 'Gee whiz, let's get on
with the game.' Then reality set in, we started
getting reports of the damage that had happened, and everybody got very scared."
Candlestick usher Carlos Carrillo said, "It
was shaking back and forth. The speakers
above us were shaking so hard they were
almost like a baby's rattle."

DeConcini denies wrongdoing in failed S&L
©Copyright 1989, US A TODAY/Apple
College Information Network
WASHINGTON — Saying "hindsight is
20/20," Sen. Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz.,
handed the Senate ethics committee Monday
records detailing his involvement with Charles Keating and the failure of the Lincoln
Savings and Loan Association of California.
"I welcome the chance to set the record
straight for you and your committee," DeConcini said in a letter to Sen. Howell Heflin,
D-Ala., chairman of the committee. The
committee however has not said whether it is
conducting such an investigation.
DeConcini's action came as a response to
a request Friday by a citizens' advocacy
group — Common Cause — that the Senate
to look at actions five senators took on behalf
of Keating and his troubled company. The
businessman, his family and corporation made
substantial contributions to the five senators'
campaigns. The other senators involved are
John McCain, R-Ariz., John Glenn, D-Ohio,
Donald Reigle, D-Mich., and Alan Cranston,
D-Calif.
Keating' s Arizona company — American
Continental Corp. — filed for bankruptcy in
April and the government took control of the
California subsidiary, Lincoln Savings.
"Charles Keating raised $48,100 for my

1988 campaign committee," DeConcini said.
"When the Resolution Trust Corporation filed
a lawsuit on September 15 of this year indicating that some of these funds raised for my
campaign and other political campaigns may
have been illegally funneled from Lincoln
Savings, I immediately reimbursed these
contributors from my personal funds on
September 19."
Common Cause president Fred Wertheimer said that didn't excuse the "extraordinary" intervention of the senators in the
case and called for an investigation.
DeConcini said the intervention was a
normal action. He and the senators believed
federal regulators were harassing Lincoln
Savings during an audit and arranged to meet
with Ed Gray, chairman of the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board, in DeConcini's office in
April 1987.
"We were concerned the audit of Lincoln
had proceeded for an unusually lengthy period of time," DeConcini stated.
At that meeting Gray urged the senators
to meet with the regulators responsible for
Lincoln Savings.
"Mr. Gray offered to and did arrange for
this meeting," DeConcini wrote.
The main thrust of the meeting was that

regulators in San Francisco were treating a
constituent — a large Arizona employer —
in an unjust manner, DeConcini said." It was
my intent to prevent unfair treatment which
could result in a serious loss of jobs and
damage to the Arizona economy."
This kind of intervention happens all the
time, DeConcini said.
"While this episode has been discomforting to say the least, it has not prevented me
from meeting with Defense Secretary Cheney in recent months along with the other
members of the Arizona delegation in an
effort to save over 3,000 jobs on the Apache
Helicopter assembly line of McDonnellDouglas in Mesa, Ariz."
DeConcini said he stopped all contact
with regulators when the issue of possible
criminal misconduct came up during discussions. The senators were only concerned that
the regulators not "overregulate," he said,
and none had any wish to interfere with any
judicial investigation.
Had he known then what he knows now
about Lincoln Savings, DeConcini says, he
would not have participated in any meetings.
The federal government sued Keating and
his companies for more than $1 billion, alleging he fraudulently used the firms' assets
for personal gain.
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Just whate\eycollege studept
needsAioommatetnatcooks.
Introducing the new B.M.O.C-the biggest Macintosh on campus:
The Macintosh* n computer. It's the perfect roommate for power hungry students
who do high speed computing, video processing, engineering or graphic design.
Made with an open configuration that
allows for special purpose boards, the Mac" n
is the fastest, best performing Macintosh

ever built. Yet with all its sophistication, it
still has die same point-and-click simplicity
that Macintosh has become famous for.
Which means, ofcourse,the Macintosh n
and you will be the perfect roommates:
It cooks. And you clean up.
The power to be your best

© 1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, (be Apple bgo, Macintosh and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
'The power to be your best' is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.

Call The Micro Center at 656-3714.
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Features
University's Sirrine Hall recently accepted
into National Register of Historic Places

by John Mack
staff writer

When any visitor comes to
Clemson, one of the most long
lasting impressions is Johnstone.
The immense marvel of modern
techogy, (incidentally, the largest lift-slab building in the world),
gets thousands of assorted comments over the years. "How
gross," aptly sums up the impression Johnstone seems to give this
fine school.
Despite the negative responses
surrounding Johnstone, one
mustn't assume that Clemson's
architecture is defined by the renowned Johnstone.There are
many highly recognized architectural works of art on our campus.
Presently, there are two historical districts and one barn that
have already been approved by
state legislature to the national
historic register.
If Washington shares Clemson
officials' feelings on historic
things, Clemson could have quite
a few spots on the National Register of Historic Places.
Marty Davis of the architectural college spent (with the as-

sistance of several students) two
and a half years surveying, measuring, and researching the two
districts and the barn before they
were presented to the State Review Board of the Department of
Archives and History.
The list was approved on February 18, 1989, and now Davis is
waiting. Should the list be approved
on the national level and placed on
the National Register of Historic
Places, Davis won't know about it
until early November at the earliest. "It's an honor," said Davis of
the possible recognition.
For a building to even be considered for the National Register,
it must be at least fifty years old,
and Clemson has several that qualify.
For District One, the proposed
buildings are: Bowman Field, Mell
Hall, the Holtzendorff Y Building,
Godfrey Hall, Tillman Hall, Sikes
Hall, Long Hall, the President's
Park, and old Thomas Green himself—or rather his statue.
This proposal for the National
Register of Historic Places is what
the college of architecture is doing
as its part in the centennial celebration, and is Clemson's part in
the preservation of its heritage and
that of the nation.

Derek Brown / Staff Photographer

Sirrine is one of the buildings included in the district of National Register of Historic
Places. Professors believe many campus buildings will be accepted into the Register..

army knives to the rescue Grasshopper Glacier may
Two weeks ago, after flipping
through a sales catalog, I impulsively called in and placed an order
for something I didn't need and
couldn't afford. "Is there anything
else you [don't] need? I heard the
operator say.
"Yes, of course there is," I gingerly replied. "How about a Swiss
Army Knife-1 don't have one of
those."
So a week later, my order
comes in and this small box with
red cross insignia falls from the
folds of my new Persian rug.
"This must be some repair kit,"
I thought, until I remembered my
impulsive binge.
So I opened the box. Inside I
found a seemingly harmless
pocket knife. It was blue, a nice
key chain.
Little did I know that within
that neat blue little shell laid the
invulnerable power of a James
Bond, "Q", special. My pocket
knife, I was to later discover, was
also a secret weapon.
The following weekend I had
planned a camping trip in North

If

EILEEN
COUNIHAN
features
editor
Carolina. Everything was going
fine, no trouble at all, until we got
there. Who picked up the big duffel
bags with all the supplies?" someone asked. "I didn't, I thought he/
she /it was supposed to do it," cried
the campers.
We had given up and were trying
to leave when we realized someone
had locked the keys in the car.
No one had a coat hanger, of
course, so we scoured the area for
something to get into the car with.
"I have a pocketknife, maybe we
could pick the lock," I interjected.
"It's only a small knife, but
maybe it will help."
Well, this was a great idea, but
first I had to get the padlock off. I
had never used it before so I wasn't
sure of the combination.
After I got the lock off,my
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companions got all excited.
"That's just not any pocket
knife." one exclaimed, "It's a
Swiss Army Knife-Pointer
Model, the world's smallest
toolchest.
"Not only is it a knife, It is a
magnifier, reamer, scissors, nails
corkscrew, fish sealer and hook
remover, small spear blade, large
spear blade, caplifter, wrench,
metal file, double cut saw, can
opener, ski wax remover,
tweezer, and toothpick."
I didn 't realize what a wonder
I had.
"Not only can you get the
Pointer Model," another continued, "but, it also comes in the
College America Model, hunter
Model, Fisherman Model, Backpacker Model, Executive Model
and Motorist Model."
I really didn't know what I
had gotten into.
"Not only can we get into the
carwiththis 'pocketknife'," they
proceeded," we could fish, make
clothes and build a house- no

see Swiss, page 18

unlock mysteries of past
Cooke City, Mont. — Entombed in glacial ice two miles
above sea level, the remains of a
grasshopper species that once
dominated the West may contain
the answer to one of modern
history's most dramatic and least
understood extinctions.
But Grasshopper Glacier, located just northeast of Yellowstone
National Park, is receding rapidly.
Ironically, like the millions of
grasshoppers itcontains, this unusual piece of natural history may
disappear before it isfully understood.
Watching evidence melt and
decay has added a new sense of
urgency to the work of Jeff Lockwood, an entomologist and professor at the University of
Wyoming. He has trekked up to
the glacier, which lies 11,000 feet
above sea level in the new Absoroka-Beartooth Wilderness in
Gallatin National Forest, to collect specimens.
His work may help biologists

studying the massive ecological
collapse and extinction of species
in the ongoing burning of the tropical forests. And understanding the
locust's ecological role might be
important to proposals to return
some or much of the Great Plains
to presettlement condition as it
steadily loses people and jobs.
The Rocky Mountain locust
was once one of the most serious
barriers to settlement of the West.
Lockwood believes that the speed
and scope of its extinction represents "possibly one of the most
significant events in the development of this part of the country."
Until the turn of the century,
huge swarms of the locusts regularly devastated crops throughout
the West. "Locust" is the term
applied to grasshoppers when they
swarm and migrate. Using observations collected in Nebraska during 1875, Lockwood has found
evidence of the largest swarm
witnessed by man. According to

see Grass, page 18
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Is the Clemson Universi!
Who says colleges campuses are safe?
by Marie Hodge and Jeff Blyskal
Jeanne Clery, Lehigh University
Class of '89, would have graduated
last June 4. Instead, her dreams and
her parents' hopes for her ended
forever on April 5, 1986. At 5 a.m.
that day, the 19-year-old freshman
awoke to find fellow student Josoph
Henry burglarizing her dorm room.
Henry raped and beat Jeanne
savagely. Then he strangled her.
At the University of California at
Berkeley in 1987, a gang of teens
police call a "rat pack" followed
three students to their dormitory.
Words were exchanged, and a pack
member suddenly smashed the face
of a female student with a brick.
Despite the idyllic images college
brochures present, violence is a fact
of life on the nation's campuses.
Last year colleges reported to the
FBI atotal of 1990 violentcrimes—
robbery, aggravated assault, rape
and murder. This is a startling
number, considering the fact that
almost 90 percent of U.S. colleges
do not report crime statistics. The
incidence of property crime was
even greater—more than 107,000
cases of burglary, larceny, arson
and motor-vehicle theft at reporting
schools alone. Shockingly, 78
percent of the violent crimes were
committed by students, according
to the Center for the Study and
Prevention of Campus Violence, at
Towson State University in
Maryland.
Traditionally most colleges have
kept quiet about crime. Fearing
adverse publicity, they have tended
to deal with offenders internally
instead of referring them for
prosecution.
The Clerys were a major force
behind a new Pennsylvania law that
requires all colleges in the state to
disclose crime statistics. They also
advocate federal legislation
requiring such disclosure.
The failure of colleges to warn
about crime has created a dangerous
situation. Too often, parents and
students are unaware of the hazards
of life on campus. But concerned
parents, students and college
administrators are taking action
around the country and setting
examples for others to follow.
Here' s what every col lege should
do to control violence on campus.
Start a campus-watch program.
Security experts agree that any
community can reduce crime simply
by remaining alert. Colleges are no
exception. The proof can be found
at Drexel University in the tough
neighborhoodofWestPhiladelphia.
Crime used to be rampant near
campus. "Every night cars were
stolen, apartments burglarized,
windows smashed," recalls Hank
Margolis, a 1988 graduate of Drexel.
One evening in October 1987,
Margolis heard a scream outside
his window. When he investigated,
he found a woman lying on the
sidewalk, herface bloody. Laterthe
same night, two University students
were jumped and beaten by
neighborhood thugs.
Determined to fight back,
Margolis called a meeting of
Drexel's Interfratemity Association
and formed Town Watch. Fraternity
volunteers now patrol the campus
and its surroundings from evening
until the early-morning hours.
Traveling in pairs, they report
suspicious activity via walkie-talkie
to a central radio post staffed by
sorority volunteers, who then

contact Philadelphia police.
"There's no doubt the program has
reduced crime in the Town Watch
area," says John Hood, crime
prevention officer in the police
department's 16th district.
Lock and monitor doors. The
night Jeanne Clery was murdered,
dorm residents had propped open a
locked door, as was frequently done
to permit late-night pizza deliveries.
Jeanne may also have left her own
door unlocked, in anticipation of
her roommate's return.
Lehigh was aware of its door
problem. Security patrols kept
records, and relocked propped
doors. "In the 6 1/2 months Jeanne
was at Lehigh, there were 2000
incidents of propped doors," says
her father, Howard Clery. " In
Jeanne's dorm alone there were 180
proppings."
Although Lehigh has a policy of
disciplining door proppers, "no one
has ever been caught," admits
Marsha Duncan, vice president of
student affairs.
Now, as part of an out-of-court
settlement with the Clerys, Lehigh
has agreed to try a pilot door-alarm
program. In this, keys are replaced
with plastic cards; a machine records
the time and the identity of each
card user; and a building-wide alarm
sounds in case of intrusion. Also,
exterior doors are wired to notify
police if they are propped open, a
simple measure that may be the
obstacle preventing another
burglary, rape or murder.
Improve lighting and install
emergency phones. At night,
beautifully landscaped campuses
offer shadowy hiding places for
muggers, rapists and robbers. One
solution to this problem is improved
lighting.
After the University of Virginia
in Charlottesville instituted a
campus watch, trimmed back
bushes and installed lighting and
emergency telephone call boxes,
violent crime on campus dropped
38 percent, and property crime 47
percent.
At any call box, a student in
trouble can reach campus police
without dialing. If he or she cannot
talk, the system tells police which
phone was activated, and an officer
is immediately dispatched to the
scene.
Use escort and van services.
Students at the University of
California at Los Angeles don' t have
to worry about walking home alone
at night. They can use U.C.L.A.'s
campus escort service. Started with
just seven volunteers in 1977, it
now has 200 part-time student
employees who shepherd more than
100 students a night around the
411 -acre campus. In addition, vans
provide nearly 385,000 rides a year.
Thanks to escort and van services,
says John Barber, chief of
U.C.L.A.'s police, violent crime is
five to six times lower on campus
than in surrounding communities.
Curb alcohol abuse. According
to studies by Towsori State
University, alcohol is involved in
80 percent of rapes, assaults and
acts of vandalism on campus. Most
states have raised their legal
drinking age to 21, disqualifying
roughly
three-fourths
of
undergraduates. But the laws are
useless unless schools enforce them.
Since Texas raised the drinking
age in 1986, alcohol consumption
at Rice University in Houston has
dropped markedly. "Alcohol-

WANT TO MAKE IT EASY
FOR A CROOK?

SANE

CAMPUS

TJJA

I Prop open that exterior self-locking door. You never know who may want to come in.
I Don't bother to lock your room when you leave for class.
I Save time—leave all your money and jewelry out on the dresser, easy to find.
I Act like the Lone Ranger. Don't get to know the other people living near you.
I Advertise. Leave a note on the door to let everyone know that you're not there.
I Be generous. Share your keys, ID, and driver's license with the whole world.
I Leave your blinds open and lights on at night so it's easy to see in.

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

This message from
the National Crime Prevention Council
made possible by a generous
grant from MasterCard International
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related crimes at Rice—assaults,
criminal mischief and public
intoxication—are
trending
downward too," says Mary
Voswinkel, chief of the Rice police.
A key factor has been the
involvement of Rice students in
designing the school's policies. Any
campus party where alcohol is
served must have a student bartender
trained by Rice's police to know
when to cut off an intoxicated
person's liquor before trouble starts.
Parties that last more than two hours
and have more than 200 people
must have two university police
officers in attendance. And trained
student "drunk sitters" stay with
intoxicated party-goers until they
sober up.
At first, attendance at on-campus
parties was down, but no longer.
"Before the law changed in 1986,
the main draw was all the alcohol
you wanted for only a dollar," says
Scott Wiggers, a recent graduate.
"Now alcohol is secondary, and
people are having fun just dancing
and socializing."
Even Rice students out on the
town are protected, thanks to a
transportation service that picks up
those who have had too much to
drink at area bars. The school also
has a counseling center to help
students deal with alcohol abuse.

stress, depression and other
problems.
Fight rape with education. The
chances of a woman's being raped
at college are astonishingly high.
"Some 25 percent of the female
college population have been
victims of rape or attempted rape,"
says Claire Walsh, director of the
Sexual Assault Recovery Service
at the University of Florida. In most
cases, the rapist is an acquaintance
or date.
Gang rapes, which typically
occur at fraternity parties, "are all
too common on many campuses,"
report Julie Ehrhart and Bernice
Sandier, who studied the subject
for the Association of American
Colleges. They've documented 100
such cases at colleges of every
stripe—public, private, big, small,
religiously affiliated and Ivy
League.
Determined to reduce rape, Claire
Walsh established Campus
Organized Against Rape (COAR)
in 1982. Her research shows that
women who recognize potential
danger are better able to avoid an
attack. So COAR runs awareness
seminars, which are attended by
men as well as women. Walsh
stresses that men need to take
responsibility for stopping rape and
that most men are allies of women

in the war against rape; they have
an interest in protecting their
mothers, sisters and girlfriends.
Walsh's advice to women for
avoiding rape: Date in groups until
you get to know your dates. Avoid
being in any isolated situation. Don't
drink with people you don't know
well. Beware of men who talk about
women as conquests or as
adversaries.
Keep students and parents
informed. "Students must be aware
that there is crime on campus," says
Dan Smith, Stanford University's
special services manager. Since
1984, Stanford has issued a 48page booklet on safety, covering
everything from protecting dorm
rooms or apartments from burglary
to describing a suspect. The
university also offers crimeprevention seminars.
Clean up bad neighborhoods.
No college can isolate itself from
the community. If a school is
surrounded by a high-crime area,
crime will seep onto campus unless
people fight back. The typical
response is to close ranks and battle
crime at the gate. Lt. Calvin Handy,
of the University of California at
Berkeley campus police force, took
a different approach.

see Safety, page 17

• Suspect anything unusual (vehicles driving slowly
and aimlessly back and forth, strangers hanging
around the dorm, hallway or campus building with no
clear purpose, someone looking into windows or
parked cars, etc.)

Campu
Crime

Remember, if it worries you, the police need to
know. We would rather be called and not needed
than needed and not called.

When's the last time you got involved in fighting
campus crime? Pick up the phone anytime you...
• Hear anything unusual (screams, breaking
glass, pounding, a gunshot, etc.)
• See anything unusual (someone being forced
into a car or van. recently broken windows or
doors, etc.)

After all, we're your campus police department.

Call
656-2222

A .service of the Clemson University Police Department
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|ty campus really safe?
Safety of students top priority for police
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief
The Clemson campus is safer
than most college campuses, but
there are still improvements to be
made, said John Mckenzie of the
University Police Department in an
interview Tuesday.
The campus is safe because it is
in a rural community and does not
have all of the problems associated
with urban campuses, he said.
"There is a perception by students
that the campus is safer than it
actually is. That concerns us,"
McKenzie said.
McKenzie said that personal
safety is the police department's
top priority.
This is why the police department
has several "nationally-recognized
and award-winning risk reduction
programs in rape prevention, date
rape awareness and prevention,
personal safety and victim
assistance," according a public
safety fact sheet distributed by the
police department.
One area of personal safety
McKenzie said the police
department is concerned about is
safety outside at night. The police

I here is a perception by
students that the campus
is safer than it actually
is.This concerns us.
John McKenzie,
University police
department provides an escort
service to people who call
requesting an escort.
McKenzie said many people do
not take advantage of this service
because they do not want people to
think of them as being timid.
"We don't think that at all," he
said. "We think they're smart. If
they, for whatever reason, don't
feel safe to walk across campus,
then the smart thing to do is to call
us."
According to a public safety fact
sheet, the police department
provided 1,946 escorts last year.
McKenzie also urged students
not to jog at night. If someone must
jog at night, he or she should jog

by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief

Committed Cleared

1
35
69
14
5

Source: Clemson University Department of Public Safety

Safety
from page 16
On Friday and Saturday nights,
more than 1000 teenagers would
swarm onto Berkeley's Telegraph
Avenue to hang out. Gangs saw an
opportunity, and rat packs of 10 or
12 youths began robbing and
assaulting students and residents
alike. Vagrants and panhandlers
were drawn to the area; drug-related
crimes were rampant.
Then Handy began working with
Berkeley police to clean up this
Southside neighborhood. He
aggressively moved his troops off
campus. Joint city and university
police foot patrols were increased.
Task forces were established, which
over the past two years have made
more than 1000 drug- or weaponsrelated arrests. Doormen were
installed in university buildings and
residence halls to check for school
ID cards. Campus lighting was
improved, escort services were
increased, and crime-prevention
seminars taught students to protect
themselves.
Although crime has not been
eliminated, results have been

Ch ip East/staff photographer

Sgt. Al Cureton is one of one of 28 commisioned officers at
the University Police Department, which is funded by state
appropriations.

Police offer prevention programs

Crime Statistics
for 1988
3
Forcible rape
56
Assault
543
Larceny
Thefts from
motor vehicles 187
169
Vandalism

with a partner, wear reflective
clothing and jog only in well-lit
areas, he said.
Students should report any crimes
or suspicious occurrences to the
police as soon as they happen to aid
the police department in its crime
prevention efforts, Mckenzie said.
Students are "setting up a fellow
student to be a victim at a later date"
when they neglect to report crimes
that they see happen, McKenzie
said.
"Unreported crime in encouraged
crime," he said. "It is awfully hard
for us to do something about that
which we know nothing about.
"The more we know about what
they [suspects] are doing, the greater
the likelihood that we can put a stop
to it," he said.
The police department is always
looking at ways to improve security
on campus.
"We still feel there are too many
opportunities [on campus] for an
individual that has it in mind to
commit a crime. I think more could
be done to reduce that risk,"
McKenzie said.
One way the University intends
to reduce this risk is by the
installation of 26 emergency phones
across campus.

dramatic. Stranger rapes were
reduced from seven in 1986 to zero
in 1988. Violent crimes were cut 40
percent. The rat packs have been
driven out. Most important, students
and residents have reclaimed the
community from the gangs, drug
dealers and other criminals.
"Statisticsdon'tmeasure fear," says
Handy. "Our students had given up
the Southside. Now they have it
back."
To ensure the safety of students,
colleges must develop an aggressive
strategy against crime. Parents
should
encourage
college
administrators to adopt proven
safeguards, and students must
exercise
common-sense
precautions. If all do their part, the
scandal of campus violence can be
ended.
Reprinted with permission from
"Who Says College Campuses Are
Safe?" by Marie Hodge and Jeff
Blyskal, Reader's Digest October
1989, copyright ©, by The Reader's
Digest Assn., Inc.

The
University
Police
Department offers many programs
that deal with various, aspects of
crime prevention, according to Thea
McCrary, crime prevention officer
at the police department.
McCrary said the department
offers these programs because
"students need to be aware that they
can be a victim and that there are
ways to reduce the risk of being a
victim.
"So many students come to
Clemson with the idea that nothing
can happen to them, that they're
invincible."
Three of the crime preventions
programs offered by the police
station are Rape Prevention, Date
Rape Prevention and Male Sexual
Awareness.
McCrary said the rape prevention
programs are "constantly being
updated as we get new information
about rape."
The Male Sexual Awareness
program was started to educate

males about the problem of date
rape, McCrary said.
"Guys in the date rape situation
are just as responsible and need to
be educated just as much as girls do
about how easy it is to get involved,
what the ramifications are if you do
get involved and how you can keep
from getting involved," she said.
Other programs the police
department offers include the
following: Campus Safety, Office
Security
Liaison,
Project
Identification (a property engraving
program) and Bike Registration
Program.
McCrary said the department
provides special programs on
request.
"If we don't have a program, we
make one," she said.
Another component of the police
department's crime prevention
effort is its student police force.
"The student police provide an
invaluable service," McCrary said.
"They serve as a supplemental body
to the police force that frees our
officers to do more important
things."

Some of the duties of the 35member student police force include
the following: clerical work,
stakeouts, guard duties, work
barricades and direct traffic,
transport dignitaries and assist with
crime prevention programs.
"While most students are
partying...our students are
working," McCrary said.
Additional training could
improve the police department's
effectiveness, McCrary said.
"I'd like to see all officers trained
in crime prevention because that's
basically what law enforcement is
all about—preventing crimes."
McCrary also added that "safety
is a collective effort; it's not just
something the police department is
responsible for."
Students need to be aware of
potential danger around them, she
said.
For example, people who jog at
night need to know where to go in
an emergency or where the nearest
phone is in order to contact the
police.

Campus safety a collective effort
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief
Just how safe is the Clemson
campus? Most students would
agree that this campus is safer
than most, but as John McKenzie,
of the University Police
Department said this week, there
is a "perception by the students
that the campus is safer that it
actually is."
But this perception is not unique
to students. Many University
officials must surely think the
campus is safe enough, or there
would some changes on campus.
Officials at Lander College will
not soon forget the tragedy that
struck their college about a year
ago when a female student was
killed by a man who had been
seen earlier hiding in bushes.
Hopefully Clemson will not

commentary
need a similar occurrence before it
takes campus safety improvements
seriously.
What improvements need to be
made?
This campus needs improved
lighting. There are still areas on
campus that are traveled enough at
night to warrant improved lighting.
The existing lights desperately need
repairs or replacements. One night
this week there were at least 10
lights out in well-traveled areas.
And several lights flicker when the
pole is touched or during breezes.
This is unacceptable.
One of the best-lit places on
campus is the football stadium the
night before a home game. It is a
sad indication of priorities when
the football stadium is lit better
than the sidewalk in front of Long

Hall that many students use to get
to East Campus.
The University needs to trim or
get rid of many bushes around
buildings, especially dormitories.
This occurred to some extent last
year after the Lander incident, but
the job is not complete.
But campus safety is not the
responsibility of University
officials alone.
"Safety is a collective effort,"
as
Thea McCrary, crime
prevention officer, said.
Students need to report
anything suspicious that they see
happen. McKenzie said that when
students neglect to report
suspicious occurrences, "they're
setting up a fellow student to be a
victim at a later date."
You never know, "the life you
save may be your own."
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Grass
from page 15
his calculations, ifstopped in flight,
this swarm would have been onequarter to one-half-mile thick and
"just covered Colorado border to
border."
Outbreaks like this one, listed
in the 1990 "Guinness Book of
World Records," were recorded at
least twice every decade after settlers arrived until about 1900, says
Lockwood.
Settlers tried every known
defense, including fire. "You're
pretty desperate when you set the
range on fire to control grasshoppers," Lockwood said.
A swarm could last up to five
days in an area, blackening the sky
and eating everything in its path.
"We know that 30 grasshoppers per square yard is like taking
a lawn mower to a field — just
stubble, nothing taller than a fingernail," Lockwood said. "It is
reasonable to estimate that these
swarms had 50 to 100 individuals
persquare yard when they landed."
Mysteriously, starting in the
1880s, reports of swarms declined.
The last live Rocky Mountain locust was collected between 1902
and 1904. Lockwood estimates that
the species became extinct in the
remarkably short period of 18 to
20 years from the start of its decline.
Of course, this fortuitous shift

didn't have many farmers complaining. "In a way, the extinction
made agriculture a realistic proposition," Lockwood said.
The cause of the extinction is
still unknown, but Lockwood has
examined at least four theories:
— Altered weather patterns,
which often explain the disappearance of species. Lockwood's review of meteorological data reveals no significant changes.
— Extinction of the bison.
Despite their coincidental decline,
Lockwood finds no evidence that
the two species were interdependent.
— Decimation of the American Indians and their way of life.
Here, too Lockwood finds nothing
but coincidence.
— Farming, however, may
inadvertently have had a profound
effect.
When they're not swarming,
grasshoppers are relatively benign
and inhabit restricted areas they
use for breeding. Lockwood has
compared maps of the Rocky
Mountain locust's breeding
grounds and found that the areas
chosen for breeding also were best
suited for farming. He believes
that tilling and irrigation in strategic locations fatally disrupted the
insect's life cycle.
For more direct evidence,

Feature
yourself or
someone else.
Call in feature
ideas to the
Tiger

Lockwood needs specimens. Having been a ubiquitous pest, the insect rarely was collected and preserved. Less than 500 exist in
museums or private collections,
and these are rarely made available for analyses that would destroy the specimen.
Lockwood thinks farmers
might profit by his research.
Abundant specimens are frozen in the glacier in rich black
veins of insects and dust. The
quality, however, is very poor.
Since its discovery after the
turn of the century, the glacier has
been steadily melting, exposing
layers of grasshoppers to decomposition.
Today, what were once reported
as pristine frozen specimens consist of a peaty mass of decaying
insect parts.
These poorly preserved insects may be the last Lockwood
collects from Grasshopper Glacier. Based on his observations
and earlier photographs, he estimates the glacier has receded by
90 percent. He believes the layer
of decaying grasshoppers now exposed, dated with carbon-14 analysis to about A.D.1200, is the oldest and last in the glacier.
©Copyright, 1989, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network

Swiss

from page 15
need to return to civilization." All
because of my new Swiss Army
Knife.
So here we were ready to start
a new community. That is, until, I
inadvertently put the padlock back
on the knife and forgot the combination.
Such luck.
At any rate if at any time I need
a saw, toothpick, fish sealer, etc. I have it. Moral Swiss Army
Knives-a wise investment.

AT TASC, JUST ABOUT
ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
Over and over again, the mind has proved that anything is possible. Talented people with vision have
taken ideas, explored them, and extended their
applications beyond anyone's dreams.
At TASC, we seek new graduates who
share these goals, who can learn to solve
complex systems problems with technical
know-how complemented by imaginative
approaches to understanding and using
scientific and business systems.
Here, top-notch analysts provide government, industry and commerce with practical
answers to real-world systems questions. It happens in an environment where imagination is uncluttered by conventional wisdom, and where creativity is
encouraged, not merely tolerated. The TASC environment
is conducive to thought, achievement and professional growth. We
use state-of-the-art analytic techniques and the latest in computer hardware and software.
Small multi-disciplinary teams foster a true exchange of ideas. Above all, we provide the freedom to
create, to visualize, develop, test and implement ideas original to our technologies.
TASC offers endless possibilities to those ready to expand the potential of their analytic capabilities and
ready to make real changes in the worlds of science and business. If you can meet our standards and want to
know more about a company where just about anything is possible, please send us a resume.
Areas in which TASC has become a leader include, but are not limited to, the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Artificial Intelligence
Economic & Management Sciences
Integrated Logistics Support
Physical & Mapping Sciences
Signal Processing
Embedded Computer Systems

•
•
•
•
•
•

Guidance & Control
Image Processing
Information Sciences
Navigation Systems
Sensor Technology
Commercial Information Systems

TASC's professional opportunities exist in Reading, MA, Reston, VA, Arlington, VA, Dayton, OH, and other
locations throughout the country. Please write to Steven C. Cyr at TASC, 12100 Sunset Hills Rd., Reston, VA 22090.

THE ANALYTIC SCIENCES CORPORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F.
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The Far Side' explored
There's a general axiom in
humor: If you have to explain a
joke, forget it; the joke is ruined.
With that in mind, do we really
want the creator of "The Far Side"
panel cartoon to describe the genesis of some of his most popular
gags, or to explain those that managed to baffle a sizable number of
readers?
In Gary Larson's case, of course
we do, because he manages to flavor his explanations with the same
off-kilter look at reality that has
become the unique hallmark of
"The Far Side."
This book is more than just a
gallery of "The Far Side" (Andrews and McMeel;$ 12.95 paperback, 19.95 hardcover; 288pp.)
cartoons. It is equal parts
autobiography, apologia, errata
and nostalgia, in celebration of the
cartoon's 10th anniversary (it was
born in the San Francisco Chronicle on Jan. 1, 1980).
He takes us on a guided tour of
the history of "The Far Side," allowing us to see this weird and
wacky feature through his eyes.
In the foreword he writes, "This
may or may not be of particular
interest to anyone, but my therapist says it should do me a lot of
good."
Perhaps in an attempt to explain the reasons behind Larson's
skewed outlook.the book begins
with a "Far Side" gallery as drawn
by a crayon-wielding child-Larson.
According to these, his mother
liked to play games of hide-thecookies-in-the-street, and his father would entertain children at
the zoo by holding young Gary
over the alligator pit.
The adult Larson then explains how angels one day came to
him and informed him that he hated
his job at a Seattle music store.

He went home to ponder his
career crisis and just decided, for
some unknown reason, to try cartooning.
We get to see Larson's work
at its earliest, including a panel
called "Nature's Way" —
described as a "Mesozoic Far Side"
— that he drew for a small weekly
newspaper.
Larson doesn't hide the fact
that he knew very little about cartooning and even less about the
syndication process when he began. He tells a funny story about a
classic "Far Side"—the one where
two aliens in a flying saucer buzz
an Earth city street, screaming,
" Yeeeeeeeeeeeha!" On the version
sent to newspapers, the syndicate
left the "ha" off the caption, causing the nervous, neophyte cartoonist to call the syndicate and
sheepishly ask that the "ha" be
replaced, otherwise the entire effect would be lost.
"This experience inspired me
to always 'negotiate' on various
complications whenever they happened," Larson writes.
Because Larson is most often
asked by readers how he gets his
ideas, he spends a lengthy chapter
on the creative process, comparing doodles from his sketchbook
to the finished cartoons they inspired.
In some cases the ideas improved from sketch to final product; in other cases, Larson admits,
the original ideas suffered in the
translation.
He shows the original 1980
cartoon that started his career-long
fixation with cows, along with a
two-page montage of classic cow
cartoons. "I should have just called
this thing 'The Cow Side' and forgot about it," he says.
In one section, Larson reveals
some of his favorite mistakes —

!#

Tigerama emcees Russ Cassell and Jane Robelot speak to a crowd of about 40,000.
sled chickens without harnesses,
upside-down bananas, polar bears
and penguins in the same hemisphere, and dinosaurs fraternizing
with humans.
Another section, which Larson
warns is not for the squeamish,
features those "Far Side" cartoons
that were rejected by his editors,
by individual newspapers, or by
Larson himself.
Perhaps one day he'll be able to
publish that cartoon featuring dung
beetles.

5>
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But the funniest part of the book,
by far, concerns the many "Far Side"
controversies of the past decade.
There was the infamous "Cow
Tools" incident, which baffled
millions, the "Tethercat" and "Here,
Fifi!" debacles, which enraged
millions, and the "Car Chasers"
scandal, which embarrassed millions.
"I've honestly never set out to
deliberately offend anyone," Larson writes, adding parenthetically,
"(Well, maybe that one time.)"
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When are the fireworks?

And therein lies the revelation
of this "Far Side" journey.
The author writes, "All I've
really done, like most cartoonists,
is just followed my own intuition
and sensibilities of what's funny
and what isn't."
©Copyright, 1989, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
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What does this mean to a TIGER? ^T
t$l MONEY SAVED
S*#TOP QUALITY
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~
^VGREAT SERVICE *£•
SHOP US FIRSTHAND COMPARE.
Ask around,we beat them all.

WE ARE THE LARGEST,
MOST MODERN PRINTER
WITHIN 50 MILES.
With our fully automatic
equipment,we print
120 DOZEN per hour.
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UNIVERSITY UNION

IXEM^'N UNIVERSITY UNION CULTURAL ARTS COMMRTEE PRESENTS

GEORGE WINSTON
A SOLO PIANO CONCERT • SUMMER SHOW

0ctober29
TILLMAN AUDITORIUM
Clemson
Sunday & Monday, October 22-23 • 7:30 pm
Tickets arc $ 14.00 and $11.00 (students), available at the
Univtrsity Union Box Office, The Music Machine In
Anderson and Pic-A-Flic Video, Laurens Road in Greenville.
To charge by phone call (803) 656-2461.
Please join us in support of Clemson Community Care by
[' brinKin^ a can of Jood to the concert. There will be
,'
collection baskets at the entrances.
://.

Movies: Y*theater

mmm

Special Group Rates
FUN! Especially for grad, international students who will
be here Fall Break
Special Fright Night

Spring Break Cruise
to the
Bahamas
Sign up at Info. Desk
Space Limited

Cost $495.00
The Clemson University Union/Central Dance & Concert Committee
Pf050r-)-j-5

Pet Semetary—October 19-21
7:00 and 9:15 pm, $1.75

WILD ROSE IN CONCERT

Ghostbusters—Oct ober22
7:00 and 9:15 pm, FREE FLICK!
The Rug and Odalisque—October 24
7:30 pm, FREE FLICK!
Christmas is coming, the goose is gettng fit...
Stay tuned for more details
Concert/Southern Promotions

October 24, 1989 8pm
Tillman Auditorium
General Admission $7.50
Tickets Available at: Clemson University Union Box Office, Pic-A-Flic Video
(Laurens Rd.)-Greenville, Music Machine-Anderson, Duffy's Western
Shop-Seneca, Jean Shoppe-Belton
For More Information and Phone Orders (MasterCard/Visa ONLY)
Call 803-656-2461

and

Clemson University Union

Short Courses
Course
Beginning Shagll
Intermidiate shagll
Color Me Beautiful 'Style'll
Ladies Accessories

Nov. 3rd 8:00 p.m.
Clemson University Baseball Stadium
*13.50 General Admission • Rain or shine
Tickets on sale tomorrow at following locations.
PIC-A-FLICK (Laurens Road), Greenville; MUSIC MACHINE, Anderson; THE JEAN SHOP, Belton ; DUFFY'S
WESTERN SHOP, Seneca; SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY, Spartanburg; RADIO SHACK, Clemson; THE
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY UNION BOX OFFICE* (12-5) — 'First day of ticket sales will be at the stadium gate 1.
* FOR PHONE ORDERS (Mastercard/Visa ONLY): CALL 803/656-2461.
For more information and handicapped seating call 803/6546-2461.

Begins
Oct.22
Oct. 22
Oct. 26
Nov. 2

Details and Sign Up at the Information Desk
656-2461
Save 50% on Short Courses next spring by
being a Short Course Committee
Memeber
Come by the Union Program Office of
Information Desk for more details
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Entertainment
Wild Rose raises quality country music
by Tom Meares
staff writer
Last week at the CM A awards in
Nashville, a slick young Texan
named Clint Black walked away
with the Horizon Award, given
annually to the new artist who shows
the brightest potential and best typifies the future of country music.
While it might be too early to
speculate on next year's Horizon
winner, five talented young ladies
have recently emerged as a good
bet. They are what country music
has been lacking for a long time,
and their performance Tuesday
night in Tillman Auditorium will
allow fans the future opportunity to
say, "I saw them when they were
just getting started."
Wild Rose is the first self-contained country group on a major
label whose members are all female. Despite this precedent, it is
their professionalism—rather than
their gender—that is earning them
the most attention. Together they

"-r4i general, I think
-Lmen--and I say this
totally humbly-are pretty
much in awe of us. I think
they're surprised to see a
group of women who can
actually play their
instruments.
Pamela Gadd
have over 70 years experience
studying music and playing in various bands.
But according to Pamela Gadd,
lead vocalist, banjoist and acoustic
guitarist for Wild Rose, there are
still some fans who can't get over
the fact that these five ladies are the
ones making the music.
"People have been very much
supportive of us," Gadd said from
her home in Nashville Monday
morning. "In general, I think men—

Around and About
Daniel Hall Auditorium: Music by Three; a trio
composed of a pianist, clarinetist, and violinist plays
music Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Tillman Auditorium: George Winston plays Sunday
and Monday at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $11 for students
and $14 for general public.
Y-Theatre: Pet Sematary, a Stephen King movie,
continues tonight and tomorrow at 7 and 9:15 p.m.
Admission is $1.75.
Sunday's free flick is "Ghostbusters," at 7 and 9:15
p.m.
Fall Break begins its run on Friday at 12:05 p.m.

and I say this totally humbly—are
pretty much in awe of us. I think
they're kind of surprised to see a
group of women who can actually
play their instruments.
"Men all the time will come up
and say—and they always enter the
statement with a sort of apology—
'You know, listen, I don't mean to
sound egotistical or anything, but
I've never seen women play like
you all. You all are the best women
players I've ever seen; in general,
women don't seem to play like
that.'"
Although the debut album will
not be released until January, the
band's first single, "Breaking New
Ground," is storming up the
charts—in the 20's with a bullet in
all of the major surveys. The irony
of the song's title is appropriate,
Gadd said.
"We chose the song to be our
first single because it was just a
great song," she said. "The fact that
the title sort of applies to our current position in country music is a

,ile photo
The members of Wild Rose, (from left) Kathy Mac,
Nancy Given Prout, Pam Perry, Pamela Gadd and Wanda
Vick, will perform Tuesday in Tillman Hall Auditorium.

neat coincidence.
"And we're just happy to be out
there playing. We feel like we're

setting a good example for women

and making a good statement for
women, but it's not a big deal—it's

see Wild Rose, page 22

Dreams So Real play to benefit charity
by Jean Burke
staff writer
Dreams So Real will play a sold
out concert tonight at the Armory to
benefit Habitat For Humanity, an
organization which provides housing for the poor. The show is sponsored by Sigma Chi Fraternity.
Dreams So Real is based in
Athens, Georgia.
The band's style of progressive
music first hit the airwaves in 1986
with the release of their debut
album,"Father's House," produced
by R.E.M.'s Peter Buck. Their second album, "Rough Night in Jericho," marked their College Top 40
debut with the success of the title
track.
The one and a half hour concert
will start at 10 P.M. . The set will
consist of approximately 60 % new
music from their album to be re-

leased next year. The remaining set
will consist of songs from the first
two albums.
Part of the money raised will go
towards the Wallace Village for
Children, a home for handicapped
children sponsored by the national
chapter of the Sigma Chi Fraternity.
Most of the money will go to the
Pickens County chapter of Habitat
for Humanity, the charity benefitted by this week's Derby Days activities.
The chapter's current project is a
just-begun structure in Pumpkintown which the brothers of Sigma
Chi plan to help build.
They also have been asked to
help rebuilding efforts in Charleston.
Due to a misunderstanding over
lastmonth'sdrivin' 'n'cryin' show,
University Fire Chief Jack Abraham found that the Armory is on
University property leased to the

Armory.
The occupancy is not posted and
not listed in the contract, so not
everyone with tickets was allowed
in to the show. Abraham stated that
the "promoters were not guilty of
overselling" the show and explains
that the building has never been
inspected because of the mistaken
assumption that the city was responsible for the building.
Many students are worried that
this situation might repeat itself in
the future, but they have nothing to
worry about tonight. Sigma Chi
Fraternity has already contacted
Abraham and made arrangements
for the show.
Abraham said "it was unfortunate ... but I [was] representing the
safety of those within the building."
He will do his best to see that this
situation does not reocccur tonight.

Eurythmics' latest release a success
The Eurythmics
We Too Are One
Arista Records
by Rim Cox
staff writer
We Too Are One is the latest
offering by the Eurythmics. This
release probably will not produce
any top 40 hits, but it provides a
rich experience when listened to as
a whole.
The songs take you on a journey
of painful emotions from a woman' s
perspective. Suicide, loss, broken
promises, abuse, prostitution, hate
and loneliness are only some of the
subjects touched on. The moods
may change, yet there is somehow

album review
always a sad underside which, along
with Annie Lennox's wonderful
voice, provides the pieces' power
and unity. This sounds cliched, but
the more you listen to We Too Are
One the better it sounds.
With careful listening, the
music's textures and emotions
reveal themselves. The Eurythmics
succeed in giving us music that
causes us to think and reflect on
life.
As we have come to expect,
We too Are One is crisply put together, co-produced by David Stewart and Jimmy Iovine. The music
never overpowers the lyrics or

vocals, but supports them and helps
set the tone, which is so important
to this album.
This provides a showcase of
Annie's talents for aficionados of
her voice. Always in control, she
is earthy and rich in such songs as
"Don't Ask Me Why," then lyrically gentle in "(My My) Baby's
Gonna Cry." Able to exude emotions from sexy sweetness to innocent hurt, Annie makes us feel for
the characters these songs create.
The songs somehow fit together
and, after you hear the last cut
"When the Day Goes Down," you
feel a completeness akin to having
just finished seeing a good play or
hearing the coda of a symphony.

Student-written drama to be
presented Sunday Evening
by Rim Cox
staff writer
This Sunday, "RisQue Business"
will give a free performance at 6:30
in Daniel Auditorium.
"RisQue Business" is a live theatrical performance developed
through the University of South
Carolina's Office of Alcohol &

Drug programs. Written and performed by students, it uses drama
and humor to address contemporary campus issues related to the
use of alcohol and other drugs.
Topics addressed include drinking and driving, underage use of
alcohol, adult children of alcoholics, alcohol and date rape, smoking,
suicide, anabolic steroids, cocaine.

marijuana, dealing with a friend in
trouble, eating disorders, and Aids.
This is sponsored by Housing as
part of National Alcohol Awareness Week.
"Some of the RAs saw "RisQue
Business" and were favorably
impressed. It gives the student a
Horton, West Campus Programming Director, said.

Blues for Clemson
Blues guitarist Tinsley Ellis will perform downtown this
Thursday.

file photo
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Wild Rose
from page 21
not a 'women's lib' sort of thing.
We're just real thankful that we've
been given the opportunity to get
out there and share our music with
people, because we feel like we
have something to offer that's
unique."
The members of Wild Rose come
from an array of musical backgrounds, from gospel and rock to
bluegrass and jazz. Not surprisingly,
their music is marked by solid
rhythms, hot lead guitar licks and
tight vocal harmonies.
Lead guitarist Wanda Vick, who
also plays dobro, fiddle, mandolin
and pedal steel, began putting Wild
Rose together in 1986. An Alabama native who won a fiddle contest at the age of 14 and was invited
to play on an album with Buddy
Spicher, Vick later moved to Nashville and worked as a session musician while taking a full-time music
curriculum at Belmont College.
Vick began fulfilling her dream
of forming an all-girl band by recruiting drummer Nancy Given
Prout, a former music student at the
University of South Carolina, and
Kathy Mac, a bassist with gospel,
country and '70s-rock ties.
In 1987 the group found a versatile lead singer in Pamela Gadd, a
Kentuckian who had spent three
years with a traditional country and
bluegrass band called the New Coon
Creek Girls. The addition of a second lead vocalist brought another
New Coon Creek Girl, Pam Perry,
to Wild Rose to complete the current line-up.
Gadd said the band's debut
album, Breaking New Ground, is a
strong effort track for track, another indication of a trend in country music of better albums with less
filler. In the past, an album by a
popular artist would frequently
contain one or two hits sandwiched
between inferior songs, making
greatest-hits compilations the only
true bargain for record buyers.
But emphasis in the industry is
gradually shifting toward quality.
"I think country music has sophisticated itself quite a bit," Gadd
said. "Quality is called for a lot
more. People want what they're
paying for with their hard-working
dollars, and I think every producer
in town is making every effort to
make every song on the album a
very strong song.
"I think our album is very

strong—I think it makes a lot of
positive, encouraging statements.
There's a lot of variety in it, from
Cajun to western swing to hardcore
country to bluegrass-tinged country. There was a lot of thought put
into it."
Wild Rose has recently been
opening shows for such artists as
Merle Haggard and Vern Gosdin,
and on Monday the ladies set out on
a tour that will take them from Florida to California. Performing for
appreciative crowds is the aspect of
the music business Gadd relishes
most.
"There's nothing like the feeling of acceptance when you're up
there on stage," she said. "That's
the biggest blessing of all—I mean,
you know, you can think of the
money and this and that. But the
future tends to take care of itself as
long as you stay involved in something that you believe in. The most
rewarding part is when you feel like
you've locked in with the crowd.
"Yesterday when we were playing, this little girl was sitting on the
front row singing along with us.
When you look out and see people
singing along with the words of
your song when, three months ago,
there wasn't even a record out, and
you go across the country and people
know who you are before you even
get there because they' ve seen your
video, it's just the most unbelievably blessed feeling.
"It's also unbelievable because
you can remember sitting around
the kitchen thinking, 'Where are
we going to work to pay the bills
this month?'"
With the financial rewards that
come along with success, Gadd is
already planning ways to give something back to the fans. She says she
would like to open a Christian camp
some day as a way to serve God and
to give something to society.
"I cannot speak for all the girls—
only they can tell you what's in the
core of their heart—but I can say
that as a band we truly strive to be
led by God. We feel that He's
opened doors for us and that ultimately it can be taken away from us
at any moment. We're very aware
of where our talents came from."
Wild Rose performs Tuesday
night at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are available
at the University Union box office
and all usual outlets.
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Student Notice
ON-LINE PREREGISTRATION
FOR SPRING 1990

■.?*

DATE:

November 1-10, 1989

STEPS:

1 . See your adviser and fill in scholastic program
cards with approved course requests for spring
1990. Schedule books will be available in the University Union on or before November 1.
2 . Keep student copy of scholastic program card. Note
five digit advising number in upper right corner of
card. You will need to enter this number along
with your computer ID and password when preregistering.
3. Enter course requests on computer terminal or personal computer through dial-up access. Some locations are M-l Martin, 145 Sirrine, 111 Daniel and
157 Hunter.

PREPARATION:

Know your computer ID and your password. If you do
not use them regularly, read the information below.
General instructions will be available from your adviser at preregistration time.

ID. Your computer ID is printed by your name in the campus phone book and on
your Registration Fee Receipt and Student Use Card.
Password. Each Clemson student has been assigned a unique password. If you
regularly use on campus terminals that are connected to the mainframe computer, you probably remember your password. If you never or seldom use such a terminal, you may need to have a new password assigned. For assistance, present
a picture ID card at the Computer Center Help Desk in the basement of the R. F.
Poole Agricultural Center.

TANDY
COMPUTERS

20% OFF
WHERE?
RADIO SHACK

Dealer

Licensed 24 Years
in

t<r

Clemson
654-4549

Sometimes
you are what
STUDEN
&FACULTY youdonteat
FARES .
Think fast
November 16.

1/2 Round trips from Atlanta from:
LONDON
255
PARIS
265
AMSTERDAM
259
SAN JOSE C.R.
145
HONGKONG
423
SYDNEY
625
Taxes not included.Restrictions apply.
One ways available. Eurail Passe*
issued on the spotlllnt'l Student/
Teacher Id's. FREE Student Travel
Catalog!!!

CoundlHravell
12 Park Place South, Atlanta, GA 30303

-800-877-CIEE

Don't eat a thing on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving.
Then join the six million Americans who,
since 1973, have mailed us the money they
saved to support our life-saving projects.
You'll not only learn what it's like to go
hungry.
You'll know how good it feels to help
those who are.
Please write: "Fast for a World Harvest,"
115 Broadway, Dept. 4000. Boston, MA
02116. Or call for r\ _r
A,
more information: I lYTQTTl fit

"T Mencaf

Clemson
Printers: Tandy, Panasonic, Okidata, Toshiba, HP, and others
Panasonic KXP 1124 475.00, Toshiba 321SL 595.00
Panasonic KXP 11911 325.00, KXP 10811 245.00
Hard Disk upgrades: Seagate, Miniscribe, Priam, Rodime, CMS, and others

Sizes ranging from 20meg to 630meg
XT hard cards: installed prices
20meg 425.00, 30meg 450.00, 40meg 515.00
Modems: 5 year warranty, Hayes compatible
1200/2400 baud internal, 89.00/159.00
1200/2400 baud external, 119.00/189.00

Phone #654-3663
Offer applies to students faculty and staff.
Located next to Campus Copy, downtown Clemson
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Young
musicians
come to
Clemson
from News Services

Sunday, the Botanical Garden hosted the Clemson Idlewilde festival. The festival featured local talent from 1-6 p.m.
Ellison-Smith, a traditional
music group, I Musici Del
Piemonte, a baroque ensemble, and the Clemson
Recorder Society, a wind ensemble, were among the performers. The After Six Singers, classical guitarist Yuji
Kishimoto and dancers from
Jan Klugh's School of Ballet
also performed and Lucy Pearson and Wilene Schumpert recounted some of the area's
oral history. Pearson and
Schumpert are storytellers in
the classical sense, raising the
practice to an art form.
Nature walks through the
garden were given and seminars were held on winter landscape and gardening and dogwood diseases.
The festival also featured
hammer-dulcimerists, a plant
doctor, hot air balloon rides,
clowns and even health appraisals from the Nursing
Center.

Sometimes
you are what
you tot eat

The Utsey Chamber Music Series will present "Music by Three"
Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 8 p.m. in Daniel
Hall Auditorium. The performance
is open to the public free of charge.
The concert will include performances by pianist Stephen Prutsman, violinist Ulrike Anima Mathe
and clarinetist Daniel McKelway.
All three musicians have performed
at the Marlboro Music Festival in
Vermont and with various orchestras around the world.
These young performers are
affiliated with Young Concert Artists, Inc., a non-profit organization
that promotes rising stars in the
international concert world.
The Utsey Chamber Music Series is sponsored by Clemson's
Department of Performing Arts and
the Utsey Endowment.
For further information, contact
the Department of Performing Arts
at 656-3043.

photo

Violinist Ulrike Anima Mathe, one of three musicians to play in Daniel Hall Oct. 24,1989.

Before you buy a typewriter
it pays to cbyour homework.
0 /^000 Character Memory
0 24 Character Display
0 Insert
0 Spell-Right9 50;000 Word
Electronic Dictionary
0 Full-Line Correction
IZl Correcting Cassette
0 Right Ribbon System™
0WordFind9
0List
0 WordEraser'

0 Auto Center/Return
0 Relocate
0 Auto Underscore
0 End of Page Warning
0 Dual Pitch
0 Bi-Directional Print
0 Stop Codes
0 Memory Battery Back-Up
0 Bold Print
0 Forward/Reverse Index
0 Auto Half-Space

Think fast
November 16
Don't eat a thing on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving.
Then join the six million Americans who,
since 1973, have mailed us the money they
saved to support our life-saving projects.
You'll not only leam what it's like to go
hungry.
You'll know how good it feels to help
those who are.
Please write: "Fast for a World Harvest,"
115 Broadway, Dept. 4000, Boston, MA
02116. Or call for
more information:
(617)482-1211.
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America'

or the exclusive fumble-free Conecting Cassette on
Today's assignment is quite simple. And quite
anything
but a Smith Corona typewriter.
rewarding. Just study the remarkable features of the
Though
we've packed all these features into a
Smith Corona XD 5600 and compare them with
portable
that
weighs under 14 pounds, we've been
other typewriters.
able to keep the cost equally lightweight.
After all, how many comparably priced typeThe versatile Smith Corona XD 5600. It makes
writers give you word processing capabilities like
buying a typewriter
|TTnjjjj| SMITH
Display and Memory, so you can edit, revise and
= CORONIK
make vour work letter perfect. And try and find the the easiest assignment slIM
TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY
you'll ever have.
Spell-Right* 50,000 word Electronic Dictionary
ATYOUR TOUCH"
For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06S40
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Mary's
Danish play
tasty music
Mary's Danish
there goes the wondertruck
Chameleon Records

The Beach Boys,
Chicago entertain
homecoming crowd

by Michael Doyle
entertainment editor
Mary's Danish excited Florence
this summer. Everyone with "alternative" rock leanings saw the video
for "Don' t Crash The Car Tonight"
and wanted to hear more of this
band with the cool rocking sound.
The rhythm section, including a
former drummer for Anita Baker
and Jeffery Osborne, provides the
band with a funky edge.
The funkiness joins with a progressive guitar (the guitarist was a
member of The Three O'Clock and
cowrote a Bangles hit) to make a
good rock sound which is not offensively funk. The sound is catchy
and danceable while also being solid
rock and roll. The blend is cool.
Obviously, it is also difficult to
describe. The sound grabs and intrigues a listener because it is unusual enough to be difficult to describe, yet not inherently weird. The
vocalists even throw in a slight
twang at times.
The band does not maintain the
high of "Don't Crash The Car"
throughout the album, but their low
points are still around a 4 or 5 on the
richter scale. They keep the album
from being one of the year's ten
best while leaving it in the running
for one of the top twenty.
So, straight ahead rock and roll
plus bastard punk-funk with just
the right soul to blow the soles off
your shoes. It is worth hearing; it is
aural excitement. Each listening
brings more enthusiasm, like logarithmic pleasure.

by Michael Doyle
entertainment editor

concert review

The Beach Boys/Chicago show
last Saturday night was a great
entertainment success despite
being a financial failure.
Chicago played old hits as well
as songs from their new album,
pleasing the older fans who came
for songs from the seventies. They
were even nice enough to say hello
to the people who sat outside the
fence watching the show (before
they were told to leave).
Chicago's performance was
merely mediocre; their bass player
was excellent, but their guitarist
was derivative. The crowd still
enjoyed the show, but this mix of
ability seems odd for a band which
was originally deemed an art band
focusing upon ability.
The Beach Boys have never
claimed mastery over any musical
arts other than harmonies. They
just promise lots of fun, which
they definitely provided.
Shortly after they took the stage,
the Beach Boys introduced four
female cheerleaders, including "the
blonde in the bikini." They had
fun in the sun music, great-looking
girls, and songs about cars. It was
definitely the Beach Boys.
Mike Love talked to the crowd,

saying things which were sometimes corny but in the proper spirit,
keeping in contact with the crowd.
They played their classics and
their new hits, sticking to the fun
songs and avoiding the teen
anxiety stuff.
The girls dressed up in cheerleader outfits for "Be True to Your
School" and wore exotic sarongs
around their waists for
"Kokomo."
Mike threatened to skip the
car songs, but they did a slew
of them in a stream of tunes. They
ended with a big medley. They
basically got up there and had
a good time.
After the bands had each
played an hour and a half, they
joined for a half hour encore
together.
While holding the show on the
baseball field apparently caused
the University some trouble, it
was great for the audience. The
outside aspect of the show was
great, with most of the audience
choosing to sit or stand on the
ground. Someone even started
throwing a beach ball around, and
it travelled through the crowd for
at least ten minutes.

PLrz
Natural Light—$2.79 6 PAK / $8.99
Case
Budweiser—$2.99 6 PAK / $10.79
Case
Busch—$2.79 6 Pak / $8.89 Case

44

Last year, there was no homecoming show, and there was very
little else. This year, we had a great
First Friday show, the Wild Rose
show, The B-52's and hopefully

even the Stones. This year's
homecoming show was definitely
entertaining; the Union is doing
an excellent job. They have earned
a "thank you."

GO, TIGERS!

FOOD STORES

GOOSENECKS

Mike Love, lead singer for the Beach Boys, helped the
crowd relive the early '60s last Saturday night.

KEGS
BUSCH—15.5 GAL.—$37.50 & DEP.
BUD—15.5 GAL.—$46.50 & DEP
NATURAL LIGHT—$37.50 & DEP
COORS/COORS LIGHT—
(P ART Y-B ALLS)—$ 22.50
(WE RESERVE KEGS—JUST CALL)
—654-2907—

TIGER FAVORITES

**

BUSCH SUITCASES—$8.99 / CASE
NATURAL LIGHT CANS—$10.29 / CASE
MOOSEHEAD BOTTLES—$4.59 / 6 PAK
COORS & COORS LT.—$5.99 / 12 PAK
BUDWEISER SUITCASES—$11.49 / CASE
* ASK ABOUT OUR "BUD CARDS"! *

654-2907 • 233 PENDLETON RD. • BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY • 654-2907
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Predictable Tigers better
thinkof ways to avoid
predictable loss to State
TRAILING
THE
TIGER
TOMMY HOOD
sports editor
We're playing N.C. State for the fourth
time since my freshman year at Clemson,
and I' ve never seen us defeat the Wolfpack
while a student at CU.
I don' t need this on my resume.
So, Mr. Hood, you want to workfor our
company.
That's right, sir. I think you've got a
veryfine company, sir.
You seem to have all ofyour qualifications in .. wait ... hold on one minute,
buddy. You mean you haven't beaten
N.C. State? Please send in the next applicant.
[The next applicant walks in with his
red blazer on, and ear to ear grin on his
face, bearing a striking resemblance to
former N.C. State basketball coach Jim
Valvano.]
After the events of the last three weeks,
Danny Ford doesn't need four straight
losses to the Wolfpack on his resume,
either.
It's not so much that we've lost to the
Wolfpack for three straight years, but
every year I've had the nerve to think we
could whip N.C. State. Like one of my
high school coaches once told me, it's a
good thing I don' t get paid to think.
By the same token, you might wonder
what they were getting paid to do on the
Clemson sideline during the losses to N.C.
State the past three years.
In case you're not up on the storied
history of this series they label the "Textile Bowl," here's a brief recap.
1986, Raleigh, N.C. — The Tigers get
on the board first, but don't score again in
a 27-3 whitewashing televised by CBS.
Valvano is seen leading cheers from the
CBS broadcast booth and kissing everyone in sight in the lockerroom after the
game—not a pretty sight.
1987, Clemson, S .C.—The Tigers, favored by 10, go into halftime trailing 300. Rodney Williams throws an NCAArecord 49 passes in the second half, but it
isn't enough as the Wolfpack wins 30-28.
1988, Raleigh, N.C—(1) A snap sails
over punter Chris Gardocki's head. (2)
Gary Cooper trips over Jeb Flesh on his
way to the endzone. (3) Rodney Williams
overshoots a wide-open Stacy Fields, who
had clear sailing to the endzone. N.C.
State 10 Clemson 3.
Truth be told, I've only seen 10 out of
the 12 quarters played between Clemson
and N.C. State during the past three years
— one quarter being spent walking to
Carter-Finley Stadium in both 1986 and
1988.
It took only a minute in 1986 to see that
the Tigers didn't seem to care whether
they were on the field with the Wolfpack
or not.
Early in the fourth quarter in 1986 with
the Tigers down 24-3 and facing a fourth
down against N.C. State deep in Wolfpack
territory, Danny Ford called on David
Treadwell for a fieldgoal. "Why put any
pressure on them, Danny?" asked a representative from the Ail-American Bowl,
who shared a belly laugh with his friends
from the Gator and Peach Bowls.
In 1987, the Tigers were undefeated
and seventh-ranked going into the game
with N.C. State. Most of the players
talked about revenge, but our cutthroats
went into halftime trailing, 30-0.
The talk this season isn't about revenge. It's about survival.
Surviving play calling that had Chris
Morocco running around right end on
third-and-ten against Georgia Tech. Surviving play calling that had the Tigers
running the ball in the final drive against
Duke.
On his show Sunday morning Danny
Ford said the Tigers can't win as a team
passing the ball the way he let DeChane

see Trailing, page 27
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Sports
Yeowww! Yellow Jackets sting Tigers
Tigers lose second ACC game
30-14, fall out of conference race
by Steve McCord
staff writer

*\tft>

The Tiger football team simply got beat
30-14 by the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets in
last Saturday's homecoming football game.
That may sound obvious until you see how
Georgia Tech had lost 16 conference games
in a row before last week's 28-24 win over

Clemson
First downs
24
Rushes-yards 38-111
Passing
265
Comp-Att-Int 21-33-2
Return Yards 2-11
Fumbles-Lost 3-2
7-54
Pen.-Yards
Punts-Avg
2-41.5
Ga. Tech
Clemson

Ga. Tech
17
47-162
223
15-25-0
2-14
4-2
8-51
4-40.5

6 17 7 0 — 30
6 0 8 0 — 14

Maryland. They simply don't beat too many
football teams.
"You don't win football games by being
fundamentally unsound and that's what we
were today," said head coach Danny Ford.
"Georgia Tech was extremely well prepared
for this game. We don't have an excuse. ..they
literally wore us out.
"My football team was just outplayed, out
coached, out classed, out warmed up, out
home field advantaged...anything you want
to say...they were better than we were."
With three conference championships in a
row, the Tigers haven't been losing to too
many ACC opponents, either. And with a
vocal and upbeat homecoming crowd of
82,500 behind them last Saturday, the Tiger
defense started the game off looking like they
would beat the all-important point spread (20
points). On the first series the defense got
things rolling by causing Tech running back
Jerry Mays to fumble. Tiger linebacker Levon
Kirkland recovered the ball at Georgia Tech' s
32-yard line.
Against the Terrapins, the offense sputtered, and again against the Yellow Jackets,
the drive stuttered near the goal line and
brought only three points.
"It's was real big that they had to settle for
three instead of seven," said Georgia Tech

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Quarterback Chris Morocco (8) struggles to get past linebacker Eric Thomas.
coach Bobby Ross. "What you want to do
here is try not to give them any kind of
momentum."
After a Tech punt, quarterback Chris Morocco overthrew his receiver and was intercepted by Tech free safety Ken Swilling. The
interception was only Morocco's second of
the season. Tech capitalized on that with a
42-yard field goal to tie the score after one
receiver had dropped a pass that would have
been for a touchdown.
"We got some yearly turnovers," said
Ross. "We gave them one to start the game,
and we got one right back and another one
right after that. That helped us. Our kids

were ready to capitalize on them, and they
were able to do it."
Afterthat series of plays, the game's tempo
went back and forth for the remainder of the
first quarter as each team scored two field
goals. Then the crucial second quarter blew
the game wide open. As tailback Joe Henderson fumbled for the first time since 1987 on
the Clemson 26-yard line to end the first
quarter, Tech took over and drove in for a
touchdown pass from Jones to Mays.
Jones will continue to be a common name
used by sports writers this'season,"according

seeFo6tball,page26

Soccer team keeps NCAA bid hopes alive
Tormey leads Tigers past tenthranked Blue Devils, 3-1
byRhettBerger
staff writer
The Tiger soccer team dominated the Duke
Blue Devils 3-1 in an ACC matchup Sunday
afternoon at Riggs Field and extended its unbeaten streak to nine.
The victory improved Clemson's record
to 11-3-1 and 1-2-1 in the ACC. The Tigers
jumped to the twelfth spot of the Soccer
America poll releasedTuesday. Duke fell to
6-3-2 overall and 2-1-1 in the conference.
The Blue Devils dropped six spots in the
Soccer America poll to number 16.
Junior Striker Pearse Tormey led the Tigers with four points on the day, scoring a
goal and recording two assists. Tormey now
ranks second in the ACC in scoring (30
points), goals (12) and assists (six).
"It was a do or die situation for us today,"
Tormey said about the Tigers' chances for
post-season play. "We had to win out there.
We worked hard all week at practice. We just
got keyed-up for this game and worked real
hard. We're real happy that we got a good
result."
Clemson head coach I.M. Ibrahim stressed
that his team's victory proved that the Tigers
are better than their record indicates. "I think
that the fact that we were able to get such a
decisive victory will turn some people's
heads," Ibrahim said. "You can't judge a
team by the fact that they lost three earlyseason games (to South Carolina, North Carolina and Wake Forest). I think you have to
judge the progress. I said after the loss to

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Jon Payne (10) forces the ball up in the Tigers' 3-J win over Duke.
South Carolina that we were a young team
and it would take some time for us to get
everything to click. Now things are clicking."
Junior midfielder Thomas Najjar scored
the first goal of the day, taking a crossing pass
from Tormey and booting the ball into the left
comer of the net past goalkeeper Jonah Goldstein at the 29:19 mark. Najjar's goal was the
first one the Blue Devils had allowed in their

five previous games.
Tormey scored the second goal for the
Tigers at the 40:18 mark, drilling the ball into
the right corner of the net after stealing a pass
intended for Goldstein.
The Tigers made it 3-0 when junior defender Joey Feinberg headed the ball just
inside the left goalpost at the 50:22 mark.

see Soccer, page 30
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Cross country teams ready for ACC meet
by Philip D.Quillin II
staff writer
This past weekend the women's
and men' s cross country teams came
out of their final regular season
meets one step closer to the ACC
title and a good showing in the
forthcoming NCAA's.
With three top runners sitting
out, the ninth ranked men's team
placed third behind Florida and
Auburn in what amounted to a
preparation meet at Furman last
weekend.
Larry Clark, Clemson's top runner in every meet this season, Philip
Greyling, and Dov Kremer all sat
out of the Greenville, SC meet. The
rest of the team ran to secure the
remaining five positions in the eight
man starting team for the upcoming
ACC meet to be held next weekend
on October 28 in College Park, MD.
Clark, whois fully recovered from a
recent knee injury, says, "I think we
have the ability to place five
Clemson runners at the ACC meet."
He believes the men are run-

I

think we have the
ability to place five
runners in the top ten at
the ACC meet.
Clemson runner
Larry Clark

Next Meet:
ACC championships
Place: College Park, MD
When: Oct. 28
NCAA regionals will be held
on Nov. 11 at Greenville.

ning well together and should place
very high as a group with a team
possessing an equal amount of talent. Clark and teammate Dov Kremer, All-Conference runners in
1988, hope to lead the way as
Clemson tries to place five runners
in the top ten.
The Lady Tigers ran an excellent race last weekend as the 14th
ranked womens' team placed second at the Arkansas Invitational by
out-running such teams as No. 8
Brigham Young in Fayeteville, AK,
where five ranked teams competed.
Anne Evans finished first for
Clemson as she has every meet this
season, taking seventh place overall with a time of 17:30. Just behind

Evans was Kris Salt finishing eighth
overall with a time of 17:39. Rounding out the top five Tiger finishes
were Gail Grouix, Michelle Scholtz
and Cessy Hudson.
The Clemson men and women
runners are looking forward to this
weekend' s ACC Tournament where
they hope to place high and stay
healthy for the NCAA District III
Regionals on November 11 in
Greenville, SC. Both groups have
strong team runners and draw from
each other to finish high as a team,
which they plan on doing on November 20 in Annapolis, MD for
the 1989 NCAA Cross Country
Championships.

coach Danny Ford said, "They took
our offensive team out of it by stopping us on things we tried to do.
They took our defensive team out
of it by scoring on the long play."
After fiery halftime pep-talk, the
Tigers came out hungry but still
were unable to control either end of
the field. A big play for Tech was an
81 -yard bomb for a touchdown. That
was the third longest passing touchdown against Clemson in history.
The nearest resemblance to a rally
happened when DeChane Cameron
came in for Morocco at quarterback
to lead a 6-play, 69-yard scoring
drive to put a flicker of hope back
into the team.
But the next offensive possession typified the game as the Tigers
drove 67 yards to the Tech 4-yard
line. Then as Cameron remembers,
"They had us outnumbered on the
weak side, which is the side we
were going to. My pitch-man and
the fullback were both covered. The
only alternative I had left was to run
the ball, but then the linebacker got

to me and caused the fumble. They
played the play perfect."
The remainder of the fourth
quarter was merely academic (so
to speak) as no team mounted any
real drive and the only real change
in the scoreboard was the slow
ticking of the clock as time finally
ran out. Ford was in no great mood
after the game as he said, "I just
don't like anything we did today. I
don't have the feeling of a loser's
dressing room as it was at Duke
because today we just got whipped
every way we turned. We don't
have any excuses."
This Homecoming whipping
was the first for Clemson since
1970. And not to take anything
away from Tech, Ford said, "I
guess the best way to express our
feelings is to say that physically,
we got beat today. It wasn't by accident. We just got beat by a good
Georgia Tech team." It looks as if
the rest of the ACC has risen to
Clemson's level as much as the
Tigers have sunk to theirs.

Beforeyou

For information about humane alternatives
to animal dissection in classrooms,

dksecL

refka

CALL TOLL-FREE
DISSECTION
INFORMATION HOTLINE
1-8O0-922FROG (3764)
A student outreach project of the
Animal Legal Defense Fund

Morris Tour and Charter Services
Party Bus
Shuttle to Greenville Hot Night Clubs
every Friday and Saturday
Call for Reservations: 654-8771
We also serve Fraternity and Sorority trips, Parties, etc.

Football
from page 25
to Ross. "He just keeps getting
better. He is a gutsy guy. Here he
is, a red-shirt freshman, and he's
out there making checks in situations where I don't know if I'd
have the guts to do it.
"But he did it, and a couple of
times they were key things for us,"
Ross said. "He is just amazing to
me. He gets better every week
physically. But the biggest change
is in him mentally. He doesn't get
as emotional."
Jones was named ACC Rookieof-the-Week last week and is
quickly becoming a real team
leader. And running back Jerry
Mays, who leads the league in
rushing, has returned from knee
surgery to contribute heavily to
their offense. He rushed 25 times
and caught 8 passes to lead Tech
over the Tigers.
Another Tech touchdown (yes,
by Mays) and a field goal with
seven seconds left in the first half
put Tech up 23-6 and just about
out of reach. After the game head

How does it feel to get
Redman spit on your
Reeboks by Danny Ford?
Write sports for The Tiger
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Nothing
to wear
to the game?
Don't jump out of your
tree. Come to...

^carleL,
Ofyacaw
Sportswear separates,
dresses, and accessories
galore.

1560 Greenville Rd. (Hunj. 123) Easley, SC 855-4232
Hours: 10-6, Monday-Friday 10-4 Saturdays

Earn $$$$$$$$
Need money for a new car? Your own apartment? Tuition and books? Or just to make
life a little easier? The United States Navy
Nuclear Engineering Program Can Make it
possible. If accepted into our program, you
will receive a $4,000 acceptance bonus, a
$1,200 a month, free medical and dental
coverage and a guaranteed job upon graduation. All you have to do is meet the following
requirements:
• Be a sophomore or junior
• Be a math physics, chemistry or engineering
major
• Have a 3.3 QPA or better (with no C's in
technical courses)
• Be physically fit
• Be a U.S. citizen
Don't wait! Each month you delay could be
costing you $ 1,200. For more information,
call: 1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1-800-8455640 in QA, Mu-F, 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM.
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Volleyball team keeps on winning
by Michael Dennis
staff writer
The Lady Tiger Volleyball Team
continued its winning ways last
week as the team extended its winning streak to nine games.
The Lady Tigers defeated UNCCharlotte on Saturday and Baptist
College on Tuesday night. The Lady
Tigers took on the Cocks of South
Carolina last in Jervey Gym to start
a four game homestand. The Lady
Tigers' record is now 21-2 overall
and 2-0 in the ACC.
Last Saturday morning the Lady
Tigers easily defeated the FortyNiners of UNC-Charlotte. The
scores of the match were 15-0,155,12-15 and 15-5. Heidi Kahl led
the Tigers with ten kills. Tashia
Greene added seven kills. Annie
Castro had seven service aces to
raise her team leading total to forty.
Junior Jenny Yurkanin was honored at last Saturday's match. Yurkanin was honored for being the
all-time set assists leader at
Clemson. Yurkanin surpassed the
old mark of 2075 set by former
Tiger great Cindy Tucci. Yurkanin
had 2292 set assists at last count.

When asked how it felt to be
honored for breaking the record,
Yurkanin was almost speechless.
She stated, "I don't know how it
makes you feel."
She went on to say that it was
more important to reach the team
goals than to break records.
Tuesday night the Lady Tigers
defeated the Lady Buccaneers of
Baptist College in four games. The
win raised the Lady Tigers record
to 21-2 overall.
The nine-game win streak is only
seven away from tieing a school
record of sixteen wins in a row.
Reaching this record will not be an
easy task. Upcoming for the team is
a crucial ACC match against Virginia. Plus packed in between all of
these teams is Appalachain State. It
is easy to see that it is going to be
hard to keep this winning streak of
seventeen alive.
The match against Appalachain
State is scheduled for Saturday afternoon at 1:00p.m. Then on Sunday the Lady Tigers take on Virginia at two. The Lady Tigers close
out their home stand next Tuesday
against Georgia. The match is
schedu led to start at 7:30.

It's not the World Series

Kevin Taylor-head photographer

Outfielder Brian Kowitz slides into third in a fall scrimmage at Tiger Field on Wednesday
afternoon.

Trailing
from page 25
Cameron pass in the second half
ofSaturday'sgame. Probablynot,
but compared to the alternative —
letting Chris Morocco run like he
did in the first half — we're
doomed against the Wolfpack.
The Tigers gained 147 yards
rushing against N.C. State last season and in 1986. In 1987, they
gained 100 yards.
According to those sitting in
the Georgia Tech lockerrom after
the game, figuring out the Tigers'
option was easy. N.C. State's

proven that for the past three years.
"Fool me once, shame on you.
Fool me twice, shame on me,"
Chief Engineer Scott once said on
Star Trek. I've already proven
my foolishness by going back to
Raleigh a second time. There
won't be a third.

National Honor Society

Mr. Scott didn't have a word
for four-time fools, but you can
bet you'll hear some offerings tomorrow, if the Tigers lose to N.C.
State for the fourth straight time.

TAPS pictures will be taken on
October 25th at 9 pm in the Palmetto Ballroon.
New Members Welcome.
New Membership reception November 2nd.

Tigers vs. Demon Deacons next Saturday

TEXT BOOK RESERVATION SERVICE

No Hassle
No Fuss
Textbooks Made Easy
$10.00 Deposit Applicable To
Price Of Your Books
Reservations Accepted Through
December 16,1989 at the bookstore

656-2050
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Adversity does not phase
Taylor in final year of soccer
by Eric Lyons
stafwriter

player profile

. Soccer player Kevin Taylor is
shining in his senior year at
Clemson, and well he should be.
After overcoming adversity in his
first three years, he is the starting
goalkeeper for the Tigers and has a
big hand in the Tigers' current 11-31 record.
Born in Buffalo, NY, he grew up
in Pittsburgh, PA from age 5, and
began kicking the soccer ball at age
10. At Fox Chapel High School he
earned All-State and Regional AllAmerican honors and led his team
to the state playoffs his senior year.
Colleges who first recruited
Kevin were Loyola Baltimore, Akron, American, and the University
of Pennsylvania. But Clemson,
which was the last school to recruit
Taylor, helped him to make up his
mind quickly. Kevin recalls, "When
I toured Clemson I knew this was
the place for me, and after I got off
the plane back home my mother
looked atme and said, 'You're going
to Clemson, aren't you?' and I said,
'Yes.'"
For the first three years, however, it was rough going. "It was
rough, my freshman year I had two
knee operations and didn't play too
much. My sophomore and junior

years we didn't have a good goalkeeper coach, and there were three
other goalies besides myself, so I
didn't have much opportunity to
start or play."

Can't
bear to
watch
the
football
game
this
week?
Read
all
about it
next
week in
The
Tiger.

I have never pulled
for any of my players
to be more successful
than Kevin Taylor.

courtesy sports information

Soccer goalie Kevin Taylor
has struggled through some
adverse situations in his
career at Clemson, but has
come back to make some
spectacular saves.

I.M.Ibrahim
soccercoach
"This year things have really
improved," said Kevin. "Bruce
Talbot is our new goalkeeper coach,
and I've got quite a bit of playing
time."
Head coach I. M. Ibrahim has
nothing but good things to say about
Kevin. "I have never personally
pulled for any of my players to be
more successful than Kevin. He is
by far the hardest worker on the
team and is a classic example of
how hard work makes you successful. When some of my players get
tired of frustrated, they slow down,
but not Kevin. He never gives up

photo by David Chamberiain/senior staff photographer

and is always plugging away, both
in practice and games."
"His first three years were not
good ones. Injuries during his freshman year kept him out of games,
and his sophomore year he had a
senior goalkeeper who started above
him. He got the starting nod midway through his junior year, but
wasn't playing well, so he got replaced."
"But that's the bottom line, he
never gave up during these years,

and now I and his parents are so
happy and proud for him."
Kevin says his greatest moments
here at Clemson are being a part of
the 1987 National Championship
team and this year's Umbro Invitational. "My parents have attended
every Umbro tournament, but this
year's was the first they saw me
play. I was so happy to win for my
parents. They've always supported
me in soccer."
Will soccer be in Kevin's future

after Clemson? No, his major in
sociology will be. "I may play
soccer in a few clubs."
Does Kevin have any other interests than soccer? "Yes, basketball
and golf, although I'm a real hacker
right now in golf." One sport he's
not a hacker in is soccer, having a
big hand in allowing opponents just
14 goals in the Tigers'first 15 games.
After adversity in Kevin' s first three
years, his senior year is paying big
dividends.

661 wasn't rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last night's g3me."

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone!8
If youd like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AT&T
Card, call us at 1800 222-0300

AT&T
The right choice.
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Jackets getting used to winning
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
After losing 16 straight Atlantic
coast Conference games, Georgia
Tech now finds winning addictive.
"We knew coming in that we
had a chance," said quarterback
Shawn Jones, who passed for 223
yards in the Yellow Jackets' 30-14
win over the Tigers on Saturday.
Before a win over Maryland the
previous Saturday, not many people
gave the Yellow Jackets a prayer of
being competitive.
The closest Georgia Tech had
come to playing respectable foot-

We felt we had the
abillitytobeat
Clemson.ltwasjusta
matter of doing it...
Georgia Tech
quarterback
Shawn Jones
ball during the past two years had
been an upset win over South Carolina last year. However, the rest of
the season ended with no wins over
ACC schools or division 1 -A opponents.
This season has the makings of
something different, according to
the players who were celebrating in
the Georgia Tech lockerroom after
the game.
"We felt like we had the ability
to beat Clemson," said Jones. "It
was just a matter of doing it and not
letting them back in the game."
After the Yellow Jackets went
up 30-6 on an 81-yard touchdown
pass from Jones to flanker Bobby

It's Date Rape
Its Wrong
It's a Crime

ACC Football Standings
Team
N.CState
Virginia
Clemson
GeorgiaTech

Conf. Games
WLT
40 0
3 1 0
2 20
2 2 0

Duke
WakeForest

l l o
1 20

230
1 4 1

Maryland
North Carolina

1 30
03 0

2 5 0
1 50

Rodriguez, quarterback DeChane
Cameron rallied the Tigers for a
touchdown and a two-point conversion.
However, Cameron fumbled after being hit by cornerback Jay Martin on the Yellow Jackets' five-yard
line on the Tigers' next possession.
Defensive tackle Sean Smith recovered for Georgia Tech on the
nine-yard line with 13:36 left in the
game.
"We had out outside linebackers
blitzing and our strong safeties blitzing," said Martin. "The quarterback ran right at me and I just put
my hat on the ball. I had no idea
what happened to it after my hat hit
it."
Cameron was intercepted on the
Tigers' next drive, putting a cap on
the Yellow Jackets' first win over
Clemson since 1985, when they
won in Death Valley 14-3.
"This has got to be one of the
biggest wins we have had since I
have been here," said tailback Jerry
Mays, who was on the team in 1985.
"We beat them back then, but in
between, the have dominated us."
Mays kept the Clemson defense

Overall
WLT
5 20
520
520
2 3 0

offbeat by receiving several shuttle
passes from Jones. "We knew that
they would rush with the tackles,"
said Mays. "Shawn would audible
to that play every time we ran it.
We caught them off guard with that
play.
"We just wanted to keep them
off guard long enough for them not
to be able to mount a sustained
comeback against us."
Den Swilling helped lead the
Tech defense that kept the Tigers
from even thinking about coming
back and winning. "I was in a
dreamland," said Swilling after the
game. "I just kept a verse from the
Bible in my mind all day, Psalms
22:4. It says, 'Though I walk
through the valley of death, I shall
fear no evil'."
Swilling kept the verse in mind
during the game, and the Yellow
Jackets walk through Death Valley
was a cakewalk, which the Yellow
Jackets hope to see more of in the
future.
"We are hoping that we can build
on this," said Mays. "We know that
we have to take everything one game
at a time."
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MISS COED AMERICA PAGEANT
February 1990

Los Angeles. CA
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WINNER to receive a $1,000. Scholarship from her College

•
•
•
JL.

•

Michelle Watson
Miss Coed America-1989
Jacksonville State University
Jacksonville, Alabama

The search is on to find next years ideal college coed, Miss
Coed America-1990! The eighth young college woman to hold
the title of Miss Coed America will be selected in February,
1990 at Los Angeles, California. Contestants will be evaluated
on beauty, communication skills, poise, talent, personality,
college spirit, and showbusiness appeal. To qualify, applicants
must be single, between the ages of 18-24 as of Feb. 22,1990,
be an undergraduate college coed, be proud of her university,
and enjoy appearing and performing before others either in live
productions or on TV.
Miss Coed America-1990 will represent the United States in
the Miss World Coed beauty competition in the spring of 1991.
To obtain free entry information preliminary to the Miss Coed
America Pageant, send name, address, birthday, and name of
University/College to Miss Coed Program, 8833 Coventry
Court, Jacksonville, Florida, 32257. PH (904)448-6927.

Find Out Why
Nurses Like The Navy
The opportunities to excel are endless in the
Navy Nurse Corps. Now hiring BSN or school
diploma graduates (108 week curriculum) up to
age 39. Location in GUARANTEED. Work experience determines rank & salary. For complete information, send resume to:
Commanding Officer
P.O. Box 2711
Columbia, SC 29202-2711
Attn: Leads
Or call 1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1-800-845-5640
in GA, M-F, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM.

Now at the Vision Center

ACUVUE' <Himc.i.><jiiu»eu
photdDyDavid Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

THE VISION CENTERS

DeChane Cameron rambles for yardage during the second half of the Tigers* loss to Georgia
Tech. The Tigers fell into third place in the ACC with the loss.

FCA meets every Thursday night at 9:19 in
BrackettAud.
John 14:6 "only one way"
Why get a higher, new, '90'
model when you can get an
'89 model under 450 miles?
1989 GMC Pick-up

4x4
AM/FM radio cassette, Air,
Power brakes, steering.
Call (803) 235-6010

r

Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pau The Commons' in Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College Avenue in Clenuon • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

eVISTAKON, INC., a (hAwitniAotvnwn company.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
An Overseas Program of Trinity Christian College

Discover the people, history, and culture
of Spain in person. Put some excitement
into your college career!

New York, room, board, books, and
tuition are all included in the cost of
$4,950.* Government grants and loans
may be applied to our program.

Live with a Spanish family; experience a
different culture first hand; get to know
Seville, one of Europe's most beautiful
cities; and earn 16 hours of credit in
classes taught by highly qualified professors from Spain.

SPRING SEMESTER
February 1 — June 1
FALL SEMESTER
September 1 — December 22 each year

Round trip transportation to Seville from

'Price subject to variation due to increased
costs or value of the dollar abroad.

1

:r**r
For full information send coupon to: Semester
in Spain, 2065 Laraway Lake Drive, S.E., (N 20)
Grand Rapids, MI 49546

1I

home phone

college you attend

present street address
zip

city

For information on future programs give permanent
address below.
permanent street address
zip

city
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"
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Soccer
from page

P0RTRRITS

Duke avoided the shutout when
senior midfielder Joey Valenti received a pass from sophomore backfielder George Dunn, Valenti drilling the ball into the right corner of
the goal past Tiger goalkeeper Kevin
Taylor.

Tormey and Najjar assisted on the
goal, Feinberg's fourth of the season. Feinberg was voted ACC
Player-of-the-Week for his performances against Duke and the
College of Charleston.

LRST CHRNCE
UERV LRST

ACC soccer career win leaders
Coach

School

Years

Maryland

1953-1973 77

Clemson

1967-

77

2.Marvin Allen

UNC

1953-76

54

3.Bruce Arena

Virginia

1978-

50

4. Anson Dorrance UNC

1978-88

36

5.John Rennie

1979-

35

1. Doyle Royal
I.M.Ibrahim

-

Duke

CRLL NOW FOR V0UR
APPOINTMENT!!!
656-4014
8:00-12:00 1:00-3:30

Wins

UJRLK-INS
RCCEPTED STARTING
TUESDAY!!
CALL NOW!!!!!!!!!

MAZZIO'S BUFFET
for

LUNCH
Monday Through Friday • Noon to 2:00 pm

DINNER
Sunday through Thursday Nights • 5:00 to 8:00 pm

$3.99
ALL THE PIZZA AND SALAD
YOU CAN EAT!
photo by David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

The Tigers' Burke Goodloe races past a Duke defender.

Football vs. N.C. State tomorrow at 4:00 p.m.
If you completed the Wellness Challenge III,
volunteers are needed for research concerning
effectiveness of this program. A complete wellness
package is offered at this time and in six months at
no cost as a part of this study. For more information
call the nurse researcher 656-55 7 7
108 A CON office hours

M, Th, F 8-4

252 Victoria Square
F

T, W 1-4

TERM PAPER DUE?
DON'T PANIC
Let us *Ypc if for YOU.

UetktfmSemw, 9KC

654-9243

All -You-Can n
Eat Special
FREE
"FREE FILL"
CUP

Come to Mazzio's All-YouCan-Eat Pizza Buffet Sunday
through Thursday night and
get a Free "Free-Fill" cup
with yourBuffet purchase.

Mazzio's Mates
Medium
2 Cheese Pizzas—
Pan, Original
or Thin
$10.99
Additional toppings
covers both pizzas. $ 139
2 Combo Pizzas—
Pan, Original or
Thin
$13.99
2 Combo Deluxe
Pizzas—Pan,
Original or Thin. $14.99

Full Transcription and Typing Service
Carole B. Ford
Rt. 1, Box 601, Blake Dr.
Townville, SC. 29689
(8031 287-9080 •JbMh2S2^aaa—

Void wiith other offers.

L

JV

NO COUPON
REQUIRED

Large

$13.99
$ 1.79

Your Favorite
Mazzio's Pizza
$3 or $2 OFF
Use this coupon for $3 OFF
a Large or $2 OFF a
Medium Thin, Original or
Pan Crust pizza at Mazzio's.

$16.99

$17.99

mm
One coupon per pizza.
I Void with other offers.

J
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N.C. State visits seeking fourth straight win over Tigers

W*'*J'*SW***S*'S*S*****S*******SS**jr***jr***S*SS****i
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Medical Students

by David Thomas
staff writer

Need cash? Can't afford medical? Achieving your goal of becoming a physician can
be a difficult and costly task. The U.S. Navy
Medical Corps has a way for you to realize
your ambition and relieve you of the financial burden of your medical education. Call
1-800-922-2135 in SC or 1-800-845-5640 in
GA, M-F, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM.

After a shocking 30-14 loss to
Georgia Tech last week, the
Clemson Tigers, 5-2 overall and 22 in the ACC, will play tomorrow in
a do-or-die situation against 12th
ranked N.C. State, the topcontender
for the ACC title.
"N.C. State is a quality football
team with a lot of good football
players," commented Clemson
coach Danny Ford. "We have our
work cut out for us this week."
The Wolfpack, 6-0 overall and
4-0 in the conference, will come to
Death Valley without underestimating Clemson, according to N.C.
State coach Dick Sheridan.
"Clemson is without question
the best team we have faced this
season. We haven't seen a team
with such quickness or overall team
speed as Clemson. We will have to
play mistake-free football to beat
them," remarked Sheridan.
The Clemson team and coaching staff have received some criticism from sports announcers and
fans alike concerning the two recent losses to traditionally weak
ACC opponents, and Ford has admitted that his team is struggling.
"Our team needs a little help
right now. We are not playing as
well as we hoped and we are not
coaching as well as we hoped at this
point in the season," stated Ford.
As a result of the two ACC losses
to Duke and GeorgiaTech, Clemson
must now rely on other teams to
determine the Tigers' destiny. In
order for Clemson to even tie for
the ACC title, Clemson must first
defeat N.C. State and the remaining
Tiger opponents in the ACC. Secondly, N.C. State, Duke and Virginia must each lose an additional
ACC game. If this miraculous event
occurs, Clemson will remain ACC
champions, or co-champions.

'<««««««<Zk
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Restaurant
Chinese & Continental
Cuisine

Former free safety Rusty Charpia sacks N.C. State quarterback Preston Poag in last year's game.
Game: Clemson vs. N.C. State
Date: October21,1989
Time: 4:00 p.m.
Site: Memorial Stadium
Expected Att: 82,000
Television: ESPN
Announcers: Tim Brando and
VinceDooley
Series Record: Clemson leads
35-21-1
As if the confusion concerning
the Tigers' future in the ACC standings was not enough, the bigger
question deals with the offensive
starters at the quarterback and tailback positions.
If Ford's offensive starting
scheme is as predictable as
Clemson's offensive play selection
seems to be, then we can count on
Chris Morocco to take the helm at
quarterback. But after the perform-

ance by DeChane Cameron against
Georgia Tech, despite his fumble,
we may see Ford shuffle the starting quarterback alignment.
Terry Allen is still listed as doubtful to play against the Wolfpack, so
Joe Henderson is expected to start
for the Tigers at tailback. With
Charlie James out for the rest of the
season with a stable neck fracture,
Henderson will count on support
from Reggie Lawrence.
If one thing is for certain about
tomorrow's game, the past roles of
these two teams have been reversed.
For the past three years, Clemson
has been the top ACC contender,
and for the past three years, N.C.
State has somehow emerged victorious. Now, with N.C. State as the
top ACC contender, we can only
hope that Clemson will somehow
emerge v ictorious.

Dear Clemson Students and friends
I'm Jackson Shen your chef cook from Aloha
Restaurant recently opened at 1800-123 Bypass in Easley—only 15 minutes from the
Universtiy. I am an experienced cook who
understands harmony and marriage of
flavors who uses my knowledge in cooking as
any artist uses my tools to acheive perfection.
I have successfully trained three chefs over
the past 11 years and now they are our partners and chefs in two upstate locations. I
would like to invite you to come and dine
with us today or in the near future.
Sincerely yours,
Jackson Shen

1800-123 By-pass, Easley, S.C. 29640 • 855-1868
111 E. Blackstock Rd., Spartanburg • 576-8808
HOURS: Lunch—Mon-Fri 11:30-2:30
Dinner—Mon-Thurs. 5:00-10:00 pm; Fri-Sat 5:00-11:00 pm

Residential Life
presents

A '
!988 Sales Training Class

Opportunity
OxyChem, a chemical subsidiary of Fortune 50 Occidental
Petroleum Corporation,

On-Campus
Interviews
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We

are seeking candidates with the fol-
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Electrochemical and Specia y
Products Group
on Box 809050
Sia" TX 75380-9050
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Oct. 22!, 6:30 pm
Daniel >Auditorium
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
Applications are now available
for scholarships to be awarded to
undergraduate students during the
Make-up Scholarship period for the
1989-90 academic year. The
deadline to apply is Nov. 1, 1989.
Applications are available in the
Financial Aid Office located in GO 1
Sikes Hall. Students who previously
applied for scholarships for the
1989-90 academic year by March
1, 1989, deadline date will
automatically be considered and
need not reapply. To insure that
students have previously applied, it
is recommended that they contact
the Financial Aid Office.
There will be a "rap session"
Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 3:33 p.m. in the
Calhoun Commons Meeting Room.
All interested persons are invited to
attend. Sponsored by the Clemson
University Chapter of the
N.A.A.C.P.
A meeting of Engineering
Students, who are interested in
paticipating in the 1990 Summer
Engineering Study Abroad
program, will be held 7:00 p.m.,
Thursday, Oct. 26, in room 116
Freeman Hall. The Summer Abroad
program will include two 3-credit
hour courses at the University at
Bristol (near London), during the
time period of Clernson's second
summer session. One course in
"Computer Aided Engineering" will
carry Clemson University credit for
E&CE 460. The other course,

"History of Engineering", will carry
credit for HIST 321 at Clemson.
(The computer couse does not
require programming expertise,
since it involves working with
packaged design programs.) Two
weeks of independent travel are
also included. For further
information, arttend the meeting,
contact Dr. James A. Chisman in
112 Freeman Hall, or call 656-4718.
Engineering students who will be
juniors or seniors after the spring
semester, and who have a 2.5 GPR
or better are eligible to participate.
MAKE THE WHOLE WORLD
YOUR CLASSROOM. Join an
exciting voyage of discovery with
the Semester at Sea Program. Travel
and study in Japan, India, Morocco,
Yugoslavia, Turkey, and more next
semester. For more information,
visit our information table on the
first floor of Martin Hall, 1:00-3:00
p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 26, or attend
a special presentation in room E202 Martin Hall from 12:00-1:00
p.m. on Oct. 26.
Students for Environmental
Awareness will have an information
table set up in front of Student
Government during World Hunger
Awareness Week, Oct. 23-27.
Everyone is encouraged to stop by
and pick up information on the link
between world hunger and
environmental issues. Come by and
pick up a green ribbon to show your
support to end world hunger.
Overeaters Anonymous, O. A.,
meets every Thursday night at 7:00
p.m. in the library of the Holy Trinity
Episcopal Church in downtown
Clemson. Anyone who has the

Great Food
Fun Place

desire to stop eating compulsively
is welcome.

reimbursed. Confidential. Call
Lucille collect after 4:00 p.m. (201)
798-8133.

W.S. Government program. Call
(800) 869-1759. 24 hour recorded
message. Please have pen ready.

classifieds

THINK SPRING— Outgoing?
Well-organized? Promote and
escort our FLORIDA SPRING
BREAK trip. Good pay and fun.
Call Campus Marketing. (800)4235264.

Barforsale. Fits Johnstone room.
Call Eric 654-8605.

FOR SALE: Peugeot 12-speed
racing bike, 53cm HLE chromoly
tubing, Shimano components/
brakes, index shifting; great
condition. $285 negotiable. Cheryl
639-9751.
EXCELLENT SUMMER &
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES now
available for college student and
graduates with Resort Hotels,
Cruiselines, Airlines, Amusement
Parks and Camps. For more
information and an application;
write
National
Collegiate
Recreation Service, P.O. Box 8074,
Hilton Head SC 29938.
CAMPUS Representatives
needed for "Spring Break 90's"
programs to Mexico—Bahamas—
Florida and S. Padre Island—Earn
Vacation Plus $$$$. Call (800) 4482421.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year
income potential. Details (602) 8388885 Ext. BK7313.
Have one brown leather love seat
and matching over-sized chair;
excellent condition. $75. Call Van
after 5:00 p.m. 882-9685.
Adoption—Will provide warm,
loving and financially secure home
to newborn. Incidental costs

Looking for a fraternity, sorority
or student organization that would
like to make $500-$ 1,000 for a one
week on-campus marketing project.
Must
be
organized
and
hardworking. Call Ken or Myra at
(800)592-2121.
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000/
month. Summer year-round, all
countries, all fields. Free
information. Write IJC, P.O. Box
52-SC01 Corona Del Mar CA
92625.
ATTENTION —HIRING!
Government jobs - your area.
$17,840-$69,845. Call (602) 8388885 Ext. R7313.
ATTENTION —
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. (602) 8388885 Ext. A7313.
ATTENTION —
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $ 1
(U-Repair). Delinquent and tax
property. Repossessions. Call (602)
838-8885 Ext.GH7313.
$$Hundreds Weekly$$ Part-time
completing MIP refund policies.

personals
Hi, Sheri A. Towe. Thanks for
putting up with me I had a
wonderful. See you soon. Tim P
S.E.E. & S.L.H., Hang in there.
The semester is half over! E.S.F.
Delta Chi's of Auburn and N.C.
State, welcome to Clemson. Delta
Chi, Clemson.
Dave W., Next time you fall out
of your bed, you better have some
sort of excuse (i.e. intoxicants or
women). Kevin T.
S.G.— Who's Big L now?
Gotcha— Luv, U Know Who.
C.C.P.D. #109, Thank you for a
special weekend! I love you!
Doug: Thanks for being there
when I need you and even
sometimes when I don't. P.S. Care
to share a blanket together anytime
soon?
Found: Lady's watch-Fourth
floor Daniel. Call Pam 656-6539.
Daddy, So are you buying us
tickets to Florida for the "N.C. State
Bowl" or what? Lynn and Andy.

SUBWAY'S
CLUB.

THE BIG NAME
IN FAST FOOD.
Get a taste of the big time. With your favorite Subway subs
— jam-packed on fresh baked bread and piled high with free
fixin's. Come to Subway. We're making a big name for ourselves in fast food.
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